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Presidential,
local races
may spike
turnout here

HOW( WISF.A.adger and Times
Sen. Hillary Clinton ended her western Kentucky campaign trail in Mayfield Sunday after visiting Western Kentucky
Univetsity in Bowling Green just before her stop in Mayfield. She will continue her campaign in Louisville and Lexington
today and will spend election night in Louisville.

Hillary hitting Ky. hard
By HOLLY WISE
SIMI Writer
MAYFIEI.D Ky. -- Tax breaks, investigation into gas companies, affordable college and the abolishment of the No Child
Left Behind policy are some of the things
Sen. Hillary Clinton promised western
Kentuckians Sunday afternoon two days
before Kentuckians hit the polls in the
presidential primary election.
Clinton ended her tour of western
Kentucky in Mayfield, where she
addressed a jam-packed crowd gathered in
the parting lot of the Mayfield-Graves
County Chamber of Commerce.
"I'm not asking you to take a chance on
me," she said. "I'm asking you to think
hand about yourselves and your family."
In a presidential primary election where
Kentucky could have a larger voice in the

presidential election this year. Clinton
promised to bring military troops home
from Iraq in 60 days and to be -tough- on
China, which she said has violated trade
agreements resulting in contaminated pet
food and "lead-laced" toys being introduced in the United States.
Acknowledging the "beautiful farmland" she passed through on her way to
Mayfield, she discussed the Country of
Origin Labeling(COOL) provision, which
will allow farmers to label their locallygrown products
"We need to be able to label what we
grow so Americans have the choice to buy
from our farmers again," she said.
Earlier last week, Congress approved a
$290 billion, five-year farm bill, which
will allow groundbreaking support to the
fresh (not and vegetable industry. ,..onaer-

versa mid staugy panausans, Included in
the fats Ml we revisions to COOL,
which make penalties for mistaket. &I point
of sale labeling less and also allows existing state, region or local labeling, such as
"Pride of New York" to suffice as country
of origin identification.
Clinton's opponent, Illinois Sen. Baruck
Mama, also supports the farm bill, while
President Bush and Republican presidential nominee John McCain do not.
On the heels of her husband. former
President Bill Clinton who made a historic
visit to Murray Friday, Clinton encouraged
voters to "study up on what I have done,"
adding that to "see where someone is
going" you have to "Set where they've

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Whter
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey, Jr. says the county
could expect to see an increase
in voter turnout for Tuesday's
primary that would exceed the
number of those who voted last
year in the state gubernatonal
primary.
However even with a hot,
national race between Barack
Obama and Hillary Clinton on
the ballot for the Democratic
presidential nomination, there
may or may not be a dramatic
spike.
"It's always a toss up. but
I've seen lots of times when
we've seen 10 to 13 percent in a
primary like this. But with this
being a more contested race it's
possible we could have 15 to 20
percent," he said.
"You always get a little more
attention in a presidential situation, but definitely the local
races are a big draw too."
Secretary of State Trey
Grayson said up to 25 percent of
Kentucky's registered voters —
and nearly 30 percent of
Democrats — are expected to
turn out at the polls on Tuesday.
''There just seems to be
greater interest in the presidential elections that draws the
infrequent voters to the polls.'
Grayson told reporters last
week. "Then they end up voting
in some of the other races as
well."
The entire country is watching pnmaries in Kentucky and
Oregon Tuesday to see if
Clinton can win big and
strengthen her argument that
she is the hest candidate to face
off with presumed Republican

nominee John
in
McCain
November.
For the first
time in years,
Kentucky voters may play a
more decisive
role in making
that decision.
According to
Coumay
polls Clinton
holds a commanding lead over
Obama in the state, but with a
large number of undecided voters.
A visit by former President
Bill Clinton to Murray Friday to
campaign on behalf of his wife
may motivate some voters to go
to the polls. Hillary Clinton followed up with stops in western
Kentucky Sunday, including a
visit to neighboring Mayfield.
"It might,- Coursey said of
the local political whistlestops.
"I don't know if it will change
any minds, but it might remind
people that Tuesday is the day."
The primary ballot in
Calloway County is short this
time around, which should
make getting to and from the
polls much faster and easier.
Also on the ballot is a hotly
contested race between former
Appeals Court Judge Rick
Johnson and former U S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard for the
Democratic nomination for the
First District state Senate seat
now held by Republican Sen.
Ken Winters. Winters is running
unopposed.
The county saw a slow, but
steady trickle of voters in May
2007 to cast ballots in the

•See Page 2A

Wreck injures Almo woman
Staff Report
An Almo woman was injured in a two vehicle accident on Ky.
94 East Saturday evening.
According to a Kentucky State Police report, Jami L. Mills, 37,
was traveling westbound on Ky. 94 around 6:40 p.m.. while Jamie
Tipton, 21,of Murray, was traveling eastbound on Ky.94 near Bucy
Drive.
The report stated that Tipton observed the Mills vehicle crossing
into his lane and that he pulled into a grassy area of the shoulder.
Mills' vehicle continued traveling toward the eastbound shoulder
and struck the Tipton vehicle.
Tipton, and two passengers in the vehicle, Brittny Ruff-Ptliger,
21 and Celtic Bagley. 1, both of Murray. were uninjured in the accident, according to the report.
Mills was admitted to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and later discharged.
Bowman was assisted at the scene by members of the Calloway
County Fire. Rescue Squad and the Calloway County Ambulance
Service.
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MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
HAVING A BALL WITH DAD: Blake Walker, 5, of Murray gets some assistance from his dad, Jason. in a game of kickball
dunng Saturday's Father Fun Day at Roy Stewart Stadium. Children and their parents had the opportunity to take in such
events as flag football, as well as, instruction on golf, tennis and basketball
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McConnell ready to counter Democrats
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Whter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Facing the prospect of his
toughest re-election campaign in
years, Senate Republican leader
Mitch McConnell went into
action to pre-empt Democrats
• plotting his ouster.
His fundraising machine
into
kicked
overdrive, netting him just
over $12 million in camcash
paign
through
March. a huge
he
bankroll
started dipping
into a year
. McConnell
the
before
election to get his message out
to voters.
The four-term senator has run
TV ads highlighting his Senate
leadership post and his work to
•deliver for Kentucky, including
assistance for medical research,
tobacco farmers and sick
nuclear plant workers.
It was an attention to details
_expected from someone viewed
ly friend and foe as a master
politician, who has amassed
in
power
'considerable
• Washington and Kentucky since
citing out his first Senate victory
years ago.
"He's as shrewd and clever as
- they come," said University of
Virginia political scientist Larry
Sabato.
From the outset of this year's
race, McConnell promised an
As
campaign.
aggressive
Kentucky Democrats, victorious
in last year's governor's race, set
their sights on 2008 and their

antagonist,
GOP
chief
McConnell promised a hard-hitting response, warning: "They
throw a pebble at me, Fm going
to throw a boulder back."
Such prominent Democrats
as State Auditor Crit Luallen
Attorney
now-former
and
General Greg Stumbo weighed
Senate bids late last year. Both
ultimately decided not to take on
McConnell.
-They can read the political
tea leaves better than most," said
Northern Kentucky University
Michael
political scientist
Baranowski. "They knew it
would be a long shot at best."
The senator, who relishes the
chance to get in digs at his
Democratic detractors, said any
momentum for Democrats following their ouster of a
Republican incumbent in last
year's governor's race had evaporated.
"I think the skip is out of the
step of the Frankfort Democratic
crowd." he said in a recent interview.
"Whatever sense of hubris
they might have had after winning the governor's race I think
is pretty largely dissipated in the
wake of a largely ineffective
performance by the administration and the General Assembly."
Not everyone backed off,
with seven Democrats vying for
their party's Senate nomination
on May 20.
McConnell has one opponent
in the GOP primary, Whitley
County truck driver Daniel
Essek. On his Web site. Essek
lists among his top issues support for U.S. border security and
opposition to parts of the North
Trade
Free
American

Agreement
In contrast to McConnell's
plentiful war chest, Essek, had
collected about $1,000 and had
less than $200 remaining,
according to figures from the
Federal Election Commission.
The 66-year-old McConnell
is known for his senous, workmanlike demeanor. But the senator gave voters a glimpse into
his early hardships in a recent
TV ad that recounts his childhood tight with polio and credits
his mother's devotion for
enabling him to walk. The commercial shows a youthful
McConnell at hat, and says he
realized his dream of becoming
an all-star Little League baseball
player.
McConnell was judge-executive in Jefferson County when
he unseated Democratic Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston by a
razor-thin margin in 1984, riding Ronald Reagan's coattails.
McConnell ran a famous television ad of a bloodhound searching for Huddleston to claim the
incumbent had a less-than-stellar Senate attendance record.
McConnell won by increasingly larger margins in each of
his next elections.
Warren Scoville, former
Republican chairman in laurel
southeastern
in
County
Kentucky, said McConnell is not
only a shrewd politician but has
been "extremely lucky" in the
Democratic opponents he drew
McConnell was chosen by
his Republican colleagues as
Senate leader following the
2006 election_ He had previously been his party's Senate whip,
or No. 2 leader.
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HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
Hillary
for
Supporters
Clinton, above photo, eagerly await her arrival Sunday
afternoon in the parking lot of
the Mayfield-Graves County
Chamber of Commerce. At
right, Clinton waves to crowd
members with State Rep.
Fred Nester, D-Mayfield.

II Hillary hits...
From Front

been."
the
across
darted
Clinton
While
Commonwealth in the final days leading to the
primary, Obama was in Oregon. the other state
holding a primary this week, where he was reportedly greeted by the largest crowd of his campaign.
Fire officials told the Associated Press there were
an estimated 65,000 in the riverside park in
Gresham. Ore., with another 15,000 left outside.
Obania's campaign sponsored a gospel concert
in Louisville Sunday afternoon and his wife,
Michelle, is scheduled to visit Kosair Children's
with reported stops in
Republicans. Male voters num- Republicans are eligible to vote Hospital in Louisville
Front
from
near the Army post of Fort
stops
and
priLexington
May
closed
Kentucky's
in
numfemales
ber 11,301 while
•
Campbell, the AP reported.
:ftepublican and Democratic ber 12,805. Also, 1,784 voters mary.
Whale Clinton is projected to win Kentucky
"Anyone registered in any
:gubernatorial primary between registered as "other" in political
and °barna Oregon, the latter is looking past the
than
other
party
other
be
not
will
and
:Ernie Fletcher and Steve preference
primaries to winning the nomination. On
allowed to vote in the primary Republican and Democrat will Tuesday, he plans to be in Iowa -- where he won
7Beshear.
prithe
in
vote
to
allowed
be
not
generthe
in
eligible
his first victory in January — to celebrate.
••• - Coursey said all the voting but will be
mary," he said. "That's not
"We thought it was a terrific way to kind of
:chines will be ready to go al election.
law."
state
that's
law,
Ray's
regare
2,857,231
Statewide,
bring things full circle," he told reporters in
Tuesday morning at 6 a.m. and
Republican, Democrats and Portland. "We still have some contests left, but if
everyone is encouraged to get istered to vote: 1,629,845
1,0441,438 voters of any other party may Kentucky and Oregon go as we hope, then we
Democrats:
out and vote.
the think we will have a majority of pledged delegates
during
freely
186.948 vote
According to the Kentucky Republicans; and
November General Election set at that point, and that's a pretty significant mark."
Board of Elections, 24,106 "other" or independent.
According to Secretary of State and
Coursey reminds voters that for Tuesday. Nov. 4.
:Calloway Connty voters are regKentucky's Chief Election Official Trey Grayson,
and
Democrats
registered
only
Tuesday;
.:Istered to cast ballots
the number of Kentucky voters participating in
• 16,371 Democrat!. and 5.951

ill Presidential, local...

this year's primary election could exceed the
amount from four years ago. He estimated that up
to 25 percent of Kentucky's registered voters and
nearly 30 percent of Democrats are expected to
show up at the polls Tuesday.
Grayson warned about "poll watchers" during
Tuesdays election. "Poll watchers," representatives from a campaign, enter polling locations to
talk to poll workers or to look at the precinct roster to determine the voting outcome. That information is used to notify supporters who haven't
voted yet. While a practice that is common in
some states, it is illegal in Kentucky.
"We have rarely seen an attempt in Kentucky to
track voters at the polls using poll watchers, but
this issue has risen several times this year," said
Grayson.
The State Board of Elections (SBE) has
received numerous calls about "poll watchers"
and have also received a record number of
requests for precinct locations. According to SBE
officials, both are indications that poll watching
efforts might be under way.
"I expect Kentucky voters to see a smooth elections process on Tuesday," remarked Grayson.
"By getting the word ont about these efforts, we
hope to deter any illegal efforts at the polls."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Progressive Grocer.
Reuters and The Associated Press contributed to
this story.

Rick Johnson%
record of public service is
one of honor and integrity
hard work and respect,
the hallmarks of an
effective leader.
In these troubled
economic times,
Western Kentucky needs
an effective leader In the
Kentucky State Senate,
a person who can quiddy
earn the trust and r •
of his fellow State
Senators.
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KentuclkyinBrief

Mrs. Sandra Undenvood

Bill Clinton campaigns
across Kentucky
Fairiner

Mrs. Sandra Underwood, 61, Kuykendall Road, Puryear, Tenn..
died Sunday, May 18, 2008, at 3:11 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital. Paducah.
H Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

GRAY SON. Ky. (API
President Bill Clinton is spending the eve of
Kentucky's pnmary with a packed schedule
of campaign events across Kentucky no his
Helen Mitchell
wife, Sen. Hillary Clinton.
The former president was kicking off his
Helen Mitchell, 82, Murray ,died Sunday, May IS. 2008, at 3:20
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
day at a rally at East Carter High School in
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Grayson. Students were filing into the gym,
and cars were lining the parking lot ahead of
ments. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
the 915 a.m. event. Afterward. Bill Clinton
is scheduled to participate in rallies in Mt.
Mrs. Dorothy H. Danner
Sterling. Richmond and Danville. Later in
17,
May
Saturday,
died
Murray,
91,
Danner,
H.
Mrs. Dorothy
the day, he was joining his wife for events in
2008, at 8:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Lexington and Louisville.
J.H Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Hillary Clinton leads Democratic rival
Barack Obama in polls in Kentucky.
However, Mama has the national lead in
Mrs. Annie Perki1111 Fuicher
Mrs. Annie Perkins hitcher, 78. died Saturday, May 17, 2008 at pledged delegates ;mil popular vote.
her home.
Born June 13, 1929, in Alton, Ill., she was the daughter of the late
Harry and Addie Grace Perkins. Also preceding her in death were
one daughter, one son, two brothers and two sisters.
She married James Fulcher on Dec. 30, 1948, in Alton, 1111.,
where they lived until moving to 1.4s Vegas and then to Kentucky.
Businesses on
SOMERSET, Ky (API
Survivors include her husband, James Fulcher; two sons, Dennis
Eugene Fulcher and wife, Vicky, Nebraska, and Terry Lee Fulcher Lake Cumberland are hoping that the U.S.
and wife, Sharon, Granite City, Ill; one daughter, Margie Army Corps of Engineers will allow the
Conneywerdy and husband, Adrian, Henderson, Nev.; one sister, reservoir to return to its normal levels by the
Kate Green, Alton; 13 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of StatenFine Funeral Home, Alton. Burial will follow in the Upper Alton
Cemetery. Visitation will be from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Monday)at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a charity of one's
choice. Online condolences may be made at www.staten-fine.com

Lowered Lake
Cumberland threatens
another summer

Monday, May 19, 2008•3A

end of this year's tourist season.
Last year. there were more than 450,(11X)
fewer visits to the lake after the Corps
dropped the water level about 40 feet lower
than the usual summer level to take pressure
off Wolf Creek Dam while it was repaired.
Now businesses along the lake are hoping the agency will allow the water levels to
return to normal to help this year's traditional vacation and tourist season starting
Memorial Day weekend.
Marinas, motels businesses suffered
greatly from the drop in visitors.
"I guarantee you that we were all down
about 30 percent," said John Meincken, general manager at Jamestown Resort and
Marina in Russell County.
Many people hoped that after months of
repairs on the dam. the Corps of Engineers
would raise the lake level 5 to 10 feet for
this year's boating season, but repairs
haven't gone as quickly as anticipated.

Army Reserve soldiers
coming home to Ky.
from Iraq

FORT THOMAS, Ky.(AP)- An Army
Reserve unit is scheduled to return to Fort
Thomas from Iraq on Thursday.

About 250 members of the 478th Combat
Engineer Battalion have been stationed in
Iraq since August 2007.
There have been no combat fatalities
among members of the unit, despite its mission of clearing improved bombs from
roads.
Staff operauons and training specialist
Todd Phillips said there were some injurics
to members.
The 478th is returning from its second
tour in Iraq. The first one lasted for 6 nionass
in 2003.

House fire in
Winchester critically
burns youth
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A centtal
Kentucky teen was badly injured in a house
fire.
Winchester officials identified the victim
as 16-year-old Timothy Desjadon.
Fire Chief Daniel Castle said the boy was
the only person among eight in the home
who suffered injuries Sunday.
Authorities said Desjason was critically
injured.
The cause of the blaze has not been determined.

Ewin H. Miller
Ewin H. Miller, 80, Flemingsburg, former resident of Hardin,
died Friday, May 16, 2008. at his home.
Mr. Miller was a retired auto mechanic, parts
manager and an employee of Marshall County Fiscal
Court An Army veteran, he was a member of
Goddard United Methodist Church. Born Jan. 5, !
1928, in Marshall County, he was the son of the late
Ed and Helen Harrison Miller. One brother, Joe Ed Miller, preceded
him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Jones Miller, to whom he
had been married, for 55 years; one son, Steve H. Miller and wife,
Kathy, Flemingsburg; two grandchildren, Stephanie and Aaron
Miller, both of Winchester; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Anisette Danner,
Murray, and Mrs. Jo Cothran, Grand Prairie, Texas; and one brother-in-law, Larry Jones. Hardin.
The funeral was Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at Goddard United
Methodist Church. Rev. Richard Short officiated. Burial was in the
Goddard Cemetery with arrangements by Boone-Nickell Funeral
Home. Flemingsburg.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of Hope, 909
Kenton Station Dr., Maysville, KY 41056; Goddard Cemetery Fund,
do Berniece Plummer, 1905 Craintown Rd.. Ewing, KY 41039; or
Fleming County Hospital Auxiliary, 920 Elizaville, Ave..
Flemingsburg, KY 41041.

Mrs. Bomb** Harding

Mn.. Beatrice Harding, 73, Puryear, Term., died Saturday, May
17, NM. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Murray.
She was a member of Bell City Baptist Church. Preceding her in
death were her first husband, James Austin Paschall; one son, Larry
Austin Paschall; one brother, Eunice Leon Flood; grandson, Jerry
Dan Mathis II; her parents, Eunice Brent Flood and Lydia Merrell
Flood Harrellson; her stepfather, Adolphus Henry Harrellson. She
was born May 22, 1934 in Puryear.
Survivors include her husband, Billy Joe Harding, to whom she
was married Sept. 8. 1970; two daughters, Lisha Carol Paschall,
Paris, Tenn., and Patricia Ann Wilkerson. Jackson, Tenn.; one stepdangher, Kathy Virginia Ligon and husband, George, Murray. Ky.;
four grandchildren. Misty Leann and Jamie Joe Paschall and Justin
Lee and Christopher Austin Wilkerson; one stepgrandchild, Kaylee
Grace Ligon; three great-grandchildren, Brandon Lee, Bradley
Steven and Brayden James-Glenn Wilkerson; one sister, Ann
Kuykendall, Parts, two nieces, Cindy Stamen and husband, Keith.
Parts, and Marla Cox and husband, Chad. Puryear.
The funeral will be Tuesday at Ila.m. in the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. William Do:son will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Justin Wilkerson, jamie Paschall, Misty
Paschall. Chris Wilkerson, Larry Wipsins, Paul Caldwell, Perry
McClain. Jeff Clark, Geoffrey Cox and Stacy Nored. Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery, Puryear.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday) and after II a.m. Tuesday.

Lawrence Edward Stallings

The funeral for Lawrence Edward Stallings was
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Funeral Home, Parts, Tenn. Warren T. Sykes officiated. Cremation followed.
Mr. Stallings, 66. Puryear. Tenn., died Thursday,
"1:=
May 15, 2008, at his residence.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a Baptist. He was
in
a former cowboy for Spinks Clay Company. Born April 29, 1942,
Henry, Tenn., he was the son of the late Homer Edward Stallings
and Coradell Wallace Stallings One brother. James Stallings. also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Brenda Darnell Bennett
Stallings. to whom he was married April 11. 1969; two daughters,
Toya Stallings and Shelby Stallings, both of Puryear; three sons,
Colt
Deon (Dell) Crosser, Cottage Grove, Tenn., and Landon and
Stallings. both of Puryear; one sister, Louise Anderson. Pans, Tenn.:
Tanner.
seven grandchildren. Dustin. Kayla and Shane Crosser.
ild,
Olivia and Colby Stallings. and Austin Young; one great-grandch
Gage Crosser; several nieces and nephews.

-1,

StreetClosure
- Kentucky Avenue from
Hamilton Avenue to Calloway
Street will be closed through
Friday for paving, according to
information from the city.

Townerier
NOTICE
II The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
today at 7 p.m. in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room. Agenda items
on
report
a
include
Playhouse in the Park.
Id To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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TOM BERRY/Lecigor & Times
of the Calloway County Public Library Saturday mornBRANCH BREAKS: A large tree branch fell from a tree on the grounds
the brancn to give way, but winds were gusty this
ing. No one was allured when the branch fell. It was unclear what prompted
weekend

Kennedy undergoing more tests
BOSTON (API - Sen. Edward Kennedy is
undergoing further evaluation at a Boston hospital, two days after the 76-year-old Democrat suffered a seizure.
Kennedy's spokeswoman Stephanie Cutter
says it is unclear when doctors will release information on Kennedy's condition or on the cause of
his seizure Saturday.
Cutter said Monday the senator had a restful
night at Massachusetts General Hospital. He spent
Sunday watching sports and movies and visiting
with family.

President Bush had been notified of Kennedy's health just
before he went to a Saturday
night dinner meeting with
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas.
A White House spokesman
says Bush expressed concern for
Kennedy and said he would keep
him in his prayers. Bush has not
spoken to the senator since he
became ill.

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
We offer assail Ceram..fp,
Individuals without Group Coverage
independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/ Alternative
Sett-Employed
Small Businesses

Kennedy

vvt.nun, with ctxvces are easy,lust call
Robert BIllIngton Jr. •
2704534751
,..oererotneinurreensuranceagency cent

Hearings begin in polygamist custody case
SAN ANGELO. Texas (AP)
-The parents of the more than
400 children taken from a
polygamist sect's ranch are in a
Texas court as part of an enormous custody case.
Hearings began this morning.
with parents laying out their
individual cases and finding out
what they must do to regain cu..-

20

Texas child welfare authorities have 463 children in foster
care. They were taken amid allegations that members of the
Fundamentalist Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints were
forcing underage girls into marriage and sex at the sect's compound in Eldorado. FLDS mem-

hers deny any abuse
The massive case has
stretched the legal and child
welfare resources of the state,
and the hearings were set for all
five courtrooms in the Tom
Green County Courthouse
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m for Our Community
Through UMque Charitable Partnership.
Field is committed to building the strength of the Owensboro canny* by
relying local charities In 2038 Fen a again soliciting appecatices from local
charitable organizations *no would hke to 'Grill Out with Field'
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if
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CUBS meeting planned
Wednesday at Glendale

73/114

C14,13S (Calloway United Benevolent Services) will meet Wednesday at noon at
Glendale Road Church of Christ. At the
request of several of the participants, this
will be a sharing meeting which will give
everyone a couple of minutes to introduce
themselves, their organization,and any activities planned for the summet. Please plan
to bring handouts or flyers for distribution to the group if you wish.
Dr. Letica Allen, a new physician with
Jo's
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will
Datebook the
a special guest. The hospital will be
By Jo Burkeen be
picking up the tab for pizza, so a count
Community
is needed to be sure to have enough. Please
Editor
hit "Reply" and let the group know if you
provided by a.
plan to attend the meeting. Soft drinks will be
last meeting
the Murray Ledger & limes. This will be the
until August.

iZinotincemenl

Elliot
Ramsey
McCuiston

Michael Derek McCuiston
and Jeri Lyn Winstead a Murray are the parents of a son.
Elliot Ramsey McCuiston, born
Monday, May 12, 2008, at
9:27 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
'he baby weighed 9 pounds
10 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are Kim and
Frank Winstead of Dixon. Melony and Michael McCuiston
of Murray. and Donna McCuiston of Chicago. 111.

meet Tuesday
Hospital retirees will of
Murray-Calloway County

Retirees and former employees
Big Apple,
Hospital will meet Wednesday at 11 a.m. at The
at 492Murray. For more information call Nancy McClure
8640.

Ladiesof theOaks
TOM BERRY/Lodger & Times
The Ladies of the Oaks
Buddy Campaign for Big Brothers
Country Club will play golf SURPASSING THEIR GOAL: Many Campus-Community
floor Thursday
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m, at Big Sisters officers gathered at Munay State University's Curris Center dance
the program.
for
ever
most
the
2008:
n
campaig
during
the club.
$32,025
afternoon to celebrate raising
Shirley Jenstrom and Janet The teams far exceeded the $25,000 goal which will be used to continue adult-child mentorKirk will serve as hostesses.
ships for another year.
It is not necessary to sign up.
Pairings will be made at the
tee:. All members are encouraged to attend.
Tee 6 - Vickie Baker, Marlee I - Linda Burgess, DebThe ladies of the Murray
Golf play was canceled May
Natalie Doering and ilyn Adkins, Shelia Henry and
14 due to the inclement weath- Country Club will have its bie Nixon,
Marcia Beam;
Lamb Memorial Golf Tourna- Bobby Ann Lee;
er.
Tee 8 - Susan Johnson, Betty
Winners of Oaks Ladies ment on Wednesday at 9:31)am.
Tee IA - Patsy Oakley, Jane
was
Tuesday night golf were at the club. The event
Meyer. Ann Stanley and Beth Stewart. Barbara Gray and Inus
of
Orr-Taylor.
announced by Melonic Lowe. canceled May 14 because
Belote;
inclement weather.
hostess, RS follows:
Tee 10 - Peggy ShoemakB.J.
Severns,
Ve
4
Tee
Freda Steely and Peggy
Edwinna Bucy, Shauna
Freda Steely, Judy Muehleer.
and
Crouse
Jennifer
Purdom,
Mullins and Debbie Dick, first Shoemaker, hostesses, have
man and Patsy Green.
place: Carolyn Greenfield. Mel- released the lineup as follows: Cyndi Cohoom
onie Lowe and Deb B oyle„
second place.

ladiesoffilurranountryClub

Allbritten to receive degree at Nebraska-Lincoln

Hickory Woods
g,tirem•nt

Conter

HAPPENINGS
by Armin Peeler
Marguet Owens and her family
celebrated with her granddaughterKnsten Owens. who graduated from Murray State University
It was a nice surprise party for
Kristen and Ms. Owens I know
Kristen's family is very proud other
amomplishments.
Laura Vinson came on Tuesday
night with her friends and sang and
played for us. We always enjoy
hearing Laura sing and her friends
on the piano and guitar.
jenise played a new game this
week with us —Table Talk- We are
also learning to bowl with our new
we are going
Wit game Next week
tirmart the Bowling Tournament. As
soon as we perfect bowling, we're
moving on to tennis
!cruse also started a new Bible
triyia game that we all enjoyed
Some of the questions were very difficult But I think we all learned
sotnething
Mr. Ray Coel celebrated his 114th
hiithday this week. Happy birthday
Mt Ray and many more'
The Mur:ay High School Step
Teem came out on Friday and boy
did they step! We loved it! Tiles
even taught us some steps (But our
steps didn't always look like theirs')
We were exhausted just watching
them Donna was instrumental in
getting the team and we thoroughly
enjoyed having them
We're looking forward to next
week and the election We like being
able to just walk outside our door to
sore since we are a voting precinct
...Nothing else looks or feels like
home bus we come close
84 Utterback Rd • MurrAv, My
Phone 12701 759-8700 • I-888-231-5014

Murra, Ltdge

LINCOLN, Neb. -- Maranda Emily Allbritten of Murray. Ky., will receive her master of fine arts degree in ceremonies at the Bob Devaney
••• •• WM,•RI
•OP
•a••••01.•

•

•
•
•

Sports Center on the campus
of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln on Saturday at 9:30
a.m,
She will be one of 2.400
students to receive degrees at

the commencement exercises on
Saturday.
Chancellor Harvey Perlman
will preside over the baccalaureale. master's and doctoral
ceremonies.

Baby
Registry
Emily & Kevin Cunningham
Tammy & Rich Wdson
Tnsha & Josh Coie
Lisa & Brace Conway
Kim & Andy Davenport
Camisha &Kareem Duffy
Mallon. & Syd 14ursoo
Kennett, & Chris Jones
Rephon Johson &
Jason Moffit

Hospice program will meet
Hospice

Program will
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
20 and
have a Hospice Education meeting on Tuesdays. May
Department on
27, from 7:45 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Education
d perthird floor of the hospital. This is open to all intereste
sons. For information call 767-2108.

ay
Ham breakfast on Tuesdserved

at Hardin ComA Country Ham Breakfast will be
a.m, by the
munity Center. Hardin. on Tuesday from 6 to 9
Citizens.
Senior
Marshall
South

CCHS Council will meetDecision

Making CounCalloway County High School Based
3:45
cil will have a special called meeting on Wednesday at
in the
p.m. and another meeting on Thursday at 5:30 p.m.
meethigh school media center. The purpose of the Thursday
prining will be to solicit public input on criiteria for the new
cipal

Main Street Board to meet will

meet Tuesday
Murray Main Street Board of Directors
n
at 8 a.m, at the Robert 0. Miller conference center, downtow
historic post office building.

Rebate day on Wednesday

to
Scott's Grove Baptist Church younger children going
day
Crosspoint Church Camp this summer will have a rebate
the
to tell
Wednesday at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked
cashier they re there for the church group.

meet
Narcotics Anonymous willMonday
at 6 p.m. and

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each
l Church.
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopa
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet

9
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from
welcome. For
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
infomiation call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOPS Group will meet

p.m. at
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5
Fifth St.
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North
Johna
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call
at 227-9521.

Tammy & Kenn Lamb
Tara Lewis &
David Statesman
Tiffany & Chad WM
Monica & Daniel Soiceland
Jennifer & Nicholas Vaughn

Murray Singles will meetto

meet Tuesday at 7
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled
on
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For informati
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Photo provided

-fht

Plakibbbit.
CIMIrrn I (lorlunr & Arienents

NEW OWNER:
Karen Allbritten Cain
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
6•
•••••••IS

6

2008 gradSCHOLARSHIP WINNER: Samantha Crutcher. a
awarded this
uate of Calloway County High School. was
her education at
$1500 scholarship to assist in the costs of
treasurer of the
Murray State University. Judy Stahler, left,
the scholarship.
Calloway County Homemakers, presented
fundraising efforts of
These funds are made available through
sales.
k
cookboo
and
Poinsettia

SU I3SC.N I 131- Need Line

Murray-Calloway
County Fair Queen Pageant
May 31, 2008 • 7 p.m.
Murray State Curris Center
Open to all contestants residing in Kentucky.
Queen, Then & Pre-Teen divisions.
For information call:
Nikki Crouch at 270-437-4462 or 270-293-9703
Visit mecfair.com for information and entry forms.

lists items
needed for
pantry
Need Line has issued a
new list of items needed to
replenish the pantry for the
clients. They are salmon, tuna.
cereal. oat meal. spinach.
Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce.
pinto beans, instant dry milk.
instant potatoes. spaghetti.
tomatoes and Boost or Ensure
(this is it nutritional drink for
the cancer clients) for the
pantry: eggs and bread for
freczerkooler, dish liquid, toilet paper. bleach. size 4 and
5 diapers and shampoo for
personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; and large brown
paper bags.
'These items may be taken
to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St.. Murray, between 10 a.m. and 4
p.m., Monday through Friday.
For information call 7536333.

United
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First
located
Methodist Church. Enter from the Fouthside rear door
be a
near the playground. The only requirement is that there
friend.
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or

est'
Music Department plans `Mayf
Woman's Club

GREAT DAY F
play on a sunn
'Vid Karen We

Dear(
I resj
I'm
Memo
Schoo
Com
a natis
My
attendi
Man
siastic
attend
The
contin

will
The Music Department of the Murray
p.m.
hold "Maylest,- a spring fundraiser on Tuesday at 6:30
,
at the club house at Vine and South 7th Streets. A casserole
donation.
salad, drink, bread and dessert will be served for a
piano
Entertainment will be by chorus. various ensembles and
duets, all by the department members. Funds for the event will
g
pay for the music scholarships given each year to deservin
sophomores at Murray State University. as well as for contests
759for public school students. To make a reservation, call
2245 or 753-4446

Hospital reception Tuesday

to
Murray -Calloway County Hospital invites the public
the
attend a reception on Tuesday from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. in
hospital board room in honor Dr. Tiche Allen. newest family
practice physician of the Murray Medical Associates.

Murray Lodge will meet

will
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons
730
meet for a potluck supper at 6:30 and a meeting at
tonight at the lodge hall.

Transit Authority to meet

Murray Calloway Transit Authority will have its monthly
board meeting Monday at II a.m. in the board room of Weaks
Community Center.

Project Graduation meeting
Graduation

will meet
Calloway county High School Project
are
today at 5:30 in the media center. All parents of seniors
urged to attend

tion
Lady Soccer Tigers plan promo
a rebate day

on
Murray High Lady Tigers Soccer will have
are asked
Monday from II a.m. to 9 p.m. at Nick's Customers
to place their receipts in the designated box.

East Council will meet

East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 4 in the teacher's lounge.

tr

th
ai
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Street President
DOWNTOWN SATURDAY MARKET OPENS: Murray Main
Market downSaturday
of
opening
the
for
ribbon
the
Martha Ails, left photo, cuts
her for the occasion
town on the couithouse square Saturday morning. Joining
Murray Mayor Tom
were Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
of Armed Forces
Rushing and many of the county's military veterans in honor
other handcraftand
produce
of
plenty
offers
Market
Saturday
The
Day May 17.
above.
day,
on
opening
d
purchase
and
perused
ed items, which people

You are invite tv

n
r

County
Murray-Callo
wekomes you to a receptive fe
of our new Murralkierneal
Associates practice. t'se Min us in
welcomine Dr. riche Allen ami
Drs. Gary Marquardt and
R h•hcirl Crouch.

.1.111■00410.4.,

Tuesday, May 20
2:30 pm - 3:30 rrn
Alt.2.0 Boa RI Nouni

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
gathered at Murray State's Hamilton Park to let their dogs romp and
GREAT DAY FOR hbANES: Some Great Dane owners
with Gracie,
from left, Blythe Peebles with Gideon, Connie and John Austin
play on a sunny Sunday afternoon. Some included,
Duncan.
with
. d Karen Welch

• 401pts?QUM MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
-----.:—.---RITCAT-cALLowir COUNTY HOSMAL

ion
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Dear Calloway Countians:
r.
I respectfully ask for your vote on May 20 to be your next State Senato
was pastor of
father
my
when
ago
years
I'm proud to have been born in Murray 70
r at Faxon
teache
grade
d
secon
a
was
Memorial Baptist Church in Murray and m) mother
School in east Calloway County.
nor Steve Beshear,
Count on my being a full-time state senator and I'll work with Gover
Western Kentucky.
a native of Dawson Springs, to bring new industry to Murray and
and my wife Vivian
My parents graduated in 1934 from Murray State Teachers College
attended Murray State University in her early 40's.
know I am an enthuMany close to the activities and goals of Murray State University
father urged me to
my
e
becaus
siastic supporter of M.S.U. No, I didn't attend M.S.U.
er.
minist
t
attend Georgetown College (KY), hoping I would become a Baptis
neglected and
has
The photos below are just two examples of how state government
continues to neglect far Western Kentucky.

The Purchase Regional Industrial Park on U.S. 45
north of Folsomdale in Graves County — a torn sign,
trees and grass — that's all! The Park is to help all
the Purchase Counties, including Calloway, in
attracting new industry.

Carroll and Vivian Hubbard

The end of4-lane Kentucky Highway 80 at
Coldwater Only in far Western Kentucky will you find
a 4-lane highway half completed and no money
appropriated or date setfor the remaining ten miles.
A 4-lane highway between Murray and Mayfield
should have been completed ten years ago.
r.

tly for Murray and all of Calloway County as your next State Senato

I ask that you give me the opportunity to work diligen

who is running a positive campaign.
Remember,I am the only candidate in this primary election

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Carroll Hubbard
Pahl tot by Cana" Hubbard

Ara.,.
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult

Hoops star gives mother a church

1413 Dudley Drive - $153,500

1615 Su

7,900

7296 SL RL 94 W

you are doing. Tonight: Act lere
the world is your oyster,
CAPRICORN (Dee. 224an. 111)
*** Know when to bock off
and let someone else take the
lead You don't always need to
be 'the one." In fact you might
enjoy a break from the hectic
pace. Decide Oat Is
alt
as far as taking eittlle
Tonight Vanish. YOB III* can.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 3111feb. 1I1)
Mere
discussions***** Zoom lp
001 IpsIpis.
are
Events happen quIcitly and
definitively. You could be closets
impossible to stop.
and know when
really impossible.
Happy with Mends
PISCES(Feb. 19-Mansh 20)
**** You might be pushing
way too hard, but you don't see
any path around this *Mem.
Knowing what is passible could
be critical to your well-being, Be
whiling to back off of a OroMct
that is Too much for you tO handle. Tonight in the whirMind of
the moment

Let your heir doves.
VIROO(Aug. 231-11spt. 22)
**** Focus on famiN values
end prionties. You won't go
wrong it you stay centered on
these topics. Problems wit
ensue it you got distracted
Bosses or authority figures couid
demand way 100 muds - another opportunity to practice sayin9
no diplomatically. Tonight: Stay
dose to home.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
You have an Impact
like few can or will have Your
mind helps you travel to new
horizons and do what might
appear to many as new or iievolutionafy. Take an Offer with a
grain of salt Palk and choose
your priorities Tonight. Hang
out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be careful when dealing
with money. What seems like a
great idea one minute could be a
disaster in the making the next.
Don't travel down that path.
Rather, open up to new possibilities. Think positively. Tonight
Pay bills, then decide.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. BOON TODAY
First lady Doily Madison (1766)
21)
***** You know wnat Is hap- Israeli general Moshe Dayan
pening, especially as you seem (1915)
Mkt
to be taking the lead and domithe
no** Olhers respond wer to Jacquelin* Pilger Is on
your Isodsnesp Make what you Internet at http:/tenwt.esoque
want happen. You know what linebiger.com.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Situations encourage an
overview rather than an immeolale answer. The process might
be more significant than the end
results. With this knowledge, you
can and will make headway.
Consider yourself an explorer
rattier than a solution-finder.
Tonight: Let your mind wander.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
learn the hard
thought about saving for what **** You often fun is that'?
way, but how much
she assumed would be a fastLearn to look at the big picture.
arriviug funeral.
Right now you will need to defer
"I can't even tell you what it to someone who is abet:Mesh/
was like," Tragil Wade said, sure that he or she is tight. Open
choking up. "It's beyond doors rather than dose them.
words."
Tonight: A discusekm could be
One day, in a teary tirade, like a ping-pang mob*,
GEMINI(llay 21-Juns 20)
Trap!. Wade
**** You Fright feel a distinct
her
talked
switch in energy, as If the Force
into
mother
Is on your side. Listen to your
accompanying
Instincts, but at the same time
her to church.
avoid maim dueling's. The ball
That moment,
feels like it is in your court, but it
they say, is the
yet.
might not have landed
one that conTonight: Do what you do best -vinced Jolinda
socialize.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Wade to make
radical
some
Wads **** Let others do what they
must. You could be overly bred
changes.
much cc
She got sober, turned herself or simply have had too
lkonstlrass It Is Mos
into Illinois authorities to serve a your phis.
to ssei Ihst you ors done with on
prison term that she skipped out
Isom Tty Ranter sins.I nothing
on under auspices of joining a des.Us bath. Do only what you
work-release program, and must. Tonight: Yawn ... get some
repaid her debt to society.
extra zzz's.
"My mother is a miracle to LEO (July 23-Aug. 21)
me and to our family, to see ***** Your willingness to be
from where she came to where . creative and a bit avant-gds is
you
she's at n''w said Tragi! Wade, ' known by many. Others eels and
plate
who at 3Rais (Ai-four years stepping up to the
accomplishment once
older than the brother she has greeting
more. Know that you are about
looked over for virtually his to hit a home run
maybe not
entire life.
today, but in the next few weeks.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
of four of the city's histonc homes !
HISTORIC TOUR: Murray Main Street sponsored a tour
home and a former home that
along Main Street Saturday. Many patrons toured the Diuguid
Library.
Public
County
Calloway
the
of
now serves as a branch

to live and to
see her today in
the life that she
lives. I'm so
proud of her,"
Dwyane Wade
The
told
Associated
before
Press
service.
the
Jolinda Wade "Everybody
thinks I'm the
miraculous story in the family. I
think she is. I think what I've
done means I've been very
blessed, but she's been more
than blessed. She's been anointed."
A few years ago, no one saw
anything like this coming.
"Today is one of the highest
of the highes. moments in my
life," Jolinda Wade said.
For so long. lolinda's life
was a waste, marred by abuse of
alcohol and drugs. Whenever
Trazil Wade, one of Jolinda's
three daughters and the person
who esser.ually raised her brother, would get word that someone
died in one of their Chicago-area
neighborhood's many abandoned buildings, she feared it
was her mother — and even

TENN

by tagessein Illgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Iliesday, May 20, MOIL
You have a lot going for you this
birthday year, especially after
2008. You discover the sheer
magic of your personality and
charisma. Knowing how to
mobilize and use your different
talents could be instrumental
Events and situations invite you
to look at the big picture. If you
are single, understand that you
remain so by choice. Look
around.; see your options. If you
are attached, travel and perhaps
taking a mutual interest in a
hobby will enhance your bond.
SAGM'ARIUS can often challenge you.

CHICAGO(AP) — Dwyane
Wade sat in the first pew Sunday
afternoon, looked at his mother,
and simply couldn't hide his
emotions.
She had made him cry often
before. This time, it was different.
"This is tears ofjoy," he said,
beaming. "Tears of joy for rny
mother."
Before she was known as the
mother of the Miami Heat superstar and 2006 NBA finals MVP,
Jolinda Wade was known as an
inmate, a fugitive, a drug user
and drug seller. Her life turned
around seven years ago when,
after years of urging by her children, she got help and got clean.
Along the way, she devoted her
life to spreading the word of
God, starting her first ministry
while doing time in state pnson.
Now, that ministry has a new
home, called the Temple of
Praise.
Jolinda Wade's very own
church.
H.= son bought it, and her
children and ..her congregation
gathered to dedicate it Sunday.
"I respect my mother so
much, from the life that she used

at,. ft A

re +mamba.

CD
maturing?
Call today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings plans - a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World:
•Competitive interest rotes

'Earnings compound tax deferred
'No taxes until Mthdrawal
The rate* interest rate* for May is 4.4%
•This ree raw,monitik but a gualarileed a never be leis than 35s.
Inquire about kick-in rates Sat 1-5 years
Crouse
—7SheliaRepresenta
tive
Rend
270453-4741
thzeinsillacenincom

Bony Newsome
Field ItspreamitsiNe
270-713-3422
boressaseMpoodireame

WOODMEN,,
t.\Y70121.J)
Wier

otaocarmr. of the Worid La,triton.
Nettal.

Home Office Omaha
wwwwoodrnortorg

•

Two Separate Living Areas

w.‘‘‘.nitirraykyrcale.t at e.com
...MAKE GOOD REALT

KOPPER1
753-1222
Utley Barbara RicSrmis
227-2626
3011

Ore Cornelison
29.1-9333

TIMM,...Abram

752-47'2

Linda Blowhard
227 9199

kilo Koppel,'
24114474

Brenda Role
nines

knsto
291-2141
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THOROUGHBREDS ROUNDUP

'Breds suffer bittersweet end to season
BASEBALL TEAM WINS SATURDAY, MISSES OVC TOURNAMENT FOR 3RD TIME IN 5 YEARS
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State baseball team
had a bittersweet end to the 2008
season as the Thoroughbreds pounded out 17 hits in handing Austin
Pray an 11-4 defeat to salvage the
final game of the three-game series.
The victory was not enough to
propel MSU into the OVC Tournament as Tennessee Tech held on for
a 7-6 victory over Samford to lock
up the sixth and final spot in the
postseason.
'I was real proud of the way the
guys came out and played today,'
said head coach Rob McDonald_
"They knew what they had to do
and came out and played great in a
critical game. Unfortunately, not all
the scenarios fell into place."
The Governors(27-27,14-12 OVC)

pushed across the first run of the
game as Raphael Hill started the
bottom of the first with a double to
left field. A fly ball to right field
moved the runner to third and Tyler
Farrar drove in the run with a sacrifice fly to right field.
The 'Breda (21-30, 12-14 OVC)
got that run back in the second as
Elliot Frey started things with a single to renter field. After a flyout
and a groundout left Frey on second with two outs, Zach Noonan
deposited a pitch into right center
to tie the game at one.
MSU gained their first lead of
the game in the fourth as Frey walked
to start the inning. With two outs.
Noonan had a bunt base hit and
Kyle Tiernan delivered an RBI single through the right side. Blake

Helm followed by pulling a ball
through the left side for an RBI
base hit.
The 'Breds took advantage of
another leadoff walk in the fifth as
Tyler Owen drew the base on balls
and was sacrificed to second by Taylor Thieke. After a wild pitch moved
the runner to third, Matt Hon drove
a single up the middle to score Owen
with the fourth run of the game for
MSU.
APSU got one run back in the
home-half of the inning as Will
Hogue started the inning with a home
run to left field.
MSU broke the game wide open
in the sixth as they took advantage
of a pair of Goys errors to push
across seven runs in the inning. Tiernan got things started with a single

through the right side. Helm put
down a bunt and everybody was safe
as the pitcher threw the ball away
trying to get Tiernan at second base.
A wild pitch advanced the runners to second and third before Wes
Cunningham delivered a sacrifice fly
to left field. Owen put runners on
the corners with a base on balls
before Thieke's RBI ground ball to
third was booted. Frey singled through
the left side to load the bases and
Hon came through for the second
time with a run-scoring single to
center field. Daniel Miller followed
with a two-run single up the middle and Noonan plated another run
with a double to left center. The
final nin of the inning would score
See OVC, 213
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CCHS BASEBALL ROUNDUP

Gaining
Momentum

CLASS 3A TRACK REGIONAL PREVIEW

LAKEILS WIN AT LONE OAK OVER
WEEKEND; BEGIN DISTRICT PLAY TODAY
Staff Report
A furious seventh-inning rally propelled Calloway County past
Lone Oak Saturday, giving the Lakers momentum heading into today's
Fourth District Tournament game with Murray.
Trailing 8-5 with two outs in the top of the seventh, the Lakers plated five runs in the inning to steal a 10-5 victory in front
of the Purple Flash's home fans.
With no one on base, two outs and two strikes on C.J. Dial,
the Calloway outfielder singled to begin the rally. Logan Burks
followed Dial with a single and Hunter Seay reached on an error.
After an Austin Hargrove single, Ben Hudson ripped a tworun go-ahead double. JAR Reynolds then singled to drive in Hudson, giving the Laker' a 10-8 lead.
Josh Reynolds closed out Lone Oak in the bottom of the seventh, ending the game well after It p.m.
Gage Workman got the start for Calloway and gave up five
runs in the first inning before being relieved by Grant Williams
in the second. Lone Oak answered a two-run Calloway first inning
with five runs, establishing a lead they wouldn't lose until the
seventh.
Williams pitched the second through fourth innings before
Reynolds entered to toss the final three frames.
Lone Oak added a run in the second and another in the fourth
off Williams, but the Lakers scored two in the fourth as well.
The two offenses traded runs in the fifth, making the score 8-5.
Reynolds picked up the win, improving his record to 5-3. He
surrendered one run and struck out one. He'll get the start against
Murray today at 5 p.m.

TOMMY DILLARD Ledge( & 7911111
Calloway County senior Rachel Adams soars over the bat in the high jump at the Calioway All-Corners
meet in April. Adams' quest to win her third state title in the high jump begins Tuesday at the First Region
Championships at Marshall County.

1
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MHS SOFTBALL ROUNDUP

Sixth sense
LADY TIGERS PLATE WINNING RUN IN
SIXTH INNING SATURDAY IN CLINTON
Staff Report
The Murray Lady Tigers
traveled to Clinton on Saturday to take on Hickman County in a make-up game from
an earlier rain-out.
The teams battled evenly
until Murray managed to get
the winning run across in the
:sixth.
: Murray (11-18) threatened
lin the first, as Emily Benson
:drew a walk and Amanda Winchester delivered a base hit.
The Tigers could not get a key
hit and left both runners stranded on base.
Hickman's lead-off batter in
the second smacked a double,
but would get stranded also as
her teammates sorrendered three
strike-outs to end the inning.
Each team found ways to
get runners on, but were unsuccessful in finding ways to get
them across home.
In the top of the sixth,
Murray's Benson was hit by a
pitch to get a free trip to base.
She stole second, then moved
to third on an infield sacrifice
by Sarah Crouch.
A wild pitch allowed her to
get home and score the go-ahead
run. Murray pitcher Chelcie
Winchester responded to the
lead with a shut down performance in the bottom half

of the sixth.
The top of the seventh saw
Murray threaten again, getting
a walk and a hit batter to get
Iwo runners on. A base hit by
Leati Dieleman would load the
bases with no outs.
With one out, a long fly
ball sacrifice hit to center gave
the Lady Tigers a scoring
chance, but a base running
error took away the threat as
the runner on third failed to
tag up and had to return quickly to keep from getting doubled up.
Hickman 115-111 got the
third out to retire the side and
end the threat. Hickman County could not find any gaps in
the Tiger defense as they went
down in order in the bottom
of the seventh.
Winchester took the pitching win, striking out seven and
walking two. Murray's 'Caitlin
Carpenter and Leah Dieleman
both recorded hits in the game.
Murray begins Fourth District play this afternoon, traveling to Marshall County to
challenge the Lady Marshals
at 5 p.m. The winner earns an
automatic berth to the region
tournament and advances to face
Calloway County in the district title game Tuesday.

On The Up & Up
ADAMS, LAKERS ASCENDING TO NEW HEIGHTS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
In the past three years, Calloway
County's hopes of sending a representative to the KHSAA State Track and
Field Championships have begun and
ended with Rachel Adams.
The senior high jumper will begin
her push for a third consecutive state
title at the Class AAA 1st Region meet
on Tuesday at Marshall County, but
this time she isn't the only Laker with
eyes set on state.
Calloway head coach Keith Jared
hopes to send as many as 10 athletes
to Louisville, capping off a season that
has seen Laker track ascend to new
heights.
"Before, we've gone in trying to
get some personal records and finish
off the year on a positive note, but
no real chance of actually making it,"
Jared said. 'This year. we've actually
got a chance of sending some more
kids and that's real encouraging."

Joining Adams with legitimate shots
at a state berth are George Gamer in
the triple jump, Tyrrell Willis in the
shot put and discus throw and girls
and boys 4s800 meter ielay teams.
In order to qualify for state, athletes must finish in the top two in
their region or obtain one of seven atlarge berths that are awarded to the
top non-automatic qualifiers in the state
Qualifying shouldn't be a problem
for Adams, who has won every meet
she has participated in this season and
currently leads the state with a distance of 5 feet. 4 inches.
Because of the adverse conditions
of many of this spring's meets. Jared
said he believes there is still room for
improvement for Adams.
"I think she can improve four inches on what she's done so far this year
because she's done it in practice on
good days,- he said. "We just haven't
been able to do it in meets because
it's been cold, windy and rainy.-

Garner is in line to be an automatic qualifier in the triple jump. He currently ranks second in the region with
a distance of 41 feet, 2 inches in an
event that has never been a benchmark for Calloway's program.
"That's an event that, traditionally.
Calloway has nevet really had anybody," Jared said. "To have him ranked
second right now with a chance of
going to state, that's exciting.The girls' 4x800 relay team of Jenny
Vincent, Karra Jones, Kelsey Gray and
Megan Summers is also in line for an
automatic bid, ranking second in the
region with a time of 10 minutes, 36
seconds.
The boys' 4x800 team of Josh Lee,
Daniel Hopkins, Shawn Thompson and
Ryan Thurman also finds itself in a
position to take a bid. The Laker relay
currently ranks third in the region, just
two seconds behind the second-place
team with a time of 8:31.
R Sae TRACK,28

CARDINALS 5, RAYS 4

Schumaker double sends St. Louis to win
REDBIRDS TAKE TWO OUT OF THREE AGAINST TAMPA BAY
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Skip
Schumaker doubled with one
out in the ninth inning over a
drawn-in outfield, driving in
the winning run and capping
the St. Louis Cardinals' rally
from a three-run deficit in a
5-4 victory over the Tampa

Bay Rays on Sunday.
Aaron Miles tied it with a
two-run single in the eighth
and Ryan Ludwick homered
for the third time in two games
for the Cardinals, who took
two of three from the AL East
leaders and wrapped up a 3-3

homestand. Rays pitchers issued
Gary Glover (0-2) Walked
10 walks, eight in the last three .132-hitting Jason LaRucio start
innings, while losing only their the bottom of the ninth and
second series in the last eight. Cesar Izturis reached on an
Rookie Chris Perez (1-0) infield hit with one out before
retired the bottom of the Rays' Schumaker lofted a drive over
order in only five pitches in the head of left fielder Carl
Crawford.
the ninth.
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Williams receives national honor
LADY TIGERS
SWIMMER
EARNS AWARD
FROM NISCAA
Staff Report
Murray High School swim-

mer Caitlin Williams has been
named an All-American by the
National Interscholastic Swimming Coaches Associations of
America.
In order to qualify for the
award, an athlete must have a
minimum GPA of 3.75 on a
4.0 scale, be a graduating senior and have lettered in a high
school swimming, diving or

water polo program.
According to the NISCAA,
more than 286,670 students are
involved in aquatics at the high
school level in over 14,507
programs for boys and girls.
About 2 percent of those students are recognized as All
Americans.
In
February,
Williams
became the first Murray swim-

mer ever to qualify for the
State Championship as an individual. She swam the 1(X)
freestyle and was also part of
a relay team that swam the
and
4(X)-meter
200-meter
freestyle races at the state meet.
In March. she signed to play
collegiate soccer at Georgetown College, where she will
attend school this fall.

WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

UK Hoops Adds North Carolina Transfer
REBECCA GRAY RETURNS TO HER HOME STATE AFTER ONE SEASON AT UNC
By UK Sports Information
: LEXINGTON, Ky. - Former Kentucky Miss Basketball Rebecca Gray joins
the Kentucky women's basketball team,
head coach Matthew Mitchell has
iinnounced. Gray, a native of Georgetown.
Ky.. returns to her home state after playing one season on a North Carolina squad
that won its fourth-straight Atlantic Coast
title this past season.
: Gray, a 5-10 sharp-shooting guard.
i;laved in 30 of 36 games as a freshman
Itt UNC. averaging 15.3 minutes and 5.2
points per ganae. She shot 44.1 percent

ronference

from the field, including a team-high 39.1
percent from three-point range. She also
hit a team-best 81.6 percent from the
free-throw line.
"We are extremely happy that Rebecca is joining our basketball family," Mitchell
said. "She is a very good player and her
unique set of skills will have a very positive impact on our program. We look
forward to Rebecca being an important
part of our future success."
In her six seasons at Scott County,
Gray scored 2,907 points, which puts her
atop the school's scoring chart for boys

and girls. She also finished her career
with 706 rebounds, 380 steals and 493
assists.
Her senior season, Gray earned Kentucky Miss Basketball honors after averaging 25.6 points, 6.3 rebounds, 4.8 assists
and 4.2 steals while hitting 88.9 percent
of her free throws. In her four years of
playing high school basketball, Scott County charted an impressive 107-17 overall
record.
Gray will sit out next year to fulfill
NCAA transfer requirements and will have
three years of eligibility remaining.

Big Brown bearing down on Triple Crown
BALTIMORE (AP) - Big Crown starts Monday morning
Brovin might he the best horse when the dazzling colt was set
his year in a middling field to be shipped to New York. Then
:of 3-year-olds. Or the colt could the real fun - and all the big
be remembered as one of the city pressure - really begins.
"I'm ready for anything."
greatest of all time.
If he wins the Belmont Dutrow said. "As long as the
Stakes in three weeks and claims horse is OK. nothing else matracing's first Triple Crown in ters."
Big Brown is also ready for
30 years, Big Brown must he
ineetioned with racing royalty anything, winning his five
iuch as Secretariat and Affirmed career races by a combined 39
among the sport's great not- lengths. Kent Desormeaux rode
him to a 4 3/4-length win at
neri:
: At least, that's what Big the Kentucky Derby and a 5
Brown's brash and bold train- 1/4-length victory at the Preakness that positioned Big Brown
er believes.
"Everybody is going to find to become the first horse to
out where he belongs," Rick win the Triple Crown since
Dutiow Jr. said on Sunday. "If Affimiexl in 1978.
Dutrow believes his horse
he wins this next race, he's
going to be up there with any can make history.
"If he comes out of it good
good horse that has ever run.
He'll be in the same breath and trains good. I'm not going
as Secretariat. Affirmed, all to see a problem," Dutrow said.
"He looks like he's ready."
those good ones."
While Secretariat had Sham
Two down, Big Brown. One
and Affirmed had Alydar as
more to go.
The path toward the Triple Triple Crown rivals, Big Brown

In typical Dutrow bravado,
has yet to find a colt that can
challenge him down the stretch. he said he'd love to own CasiDutrow has openly maligned no Drive - but said the import
the talent of the rest of the 3- can't beat Big Browi..
"What I saw of him, he
year-old field and no other horse
has come close to pushing Big doesn't have that quick turn,
Brown to the limit. That could where he just turns it on,"
Dutrow said.
all change at the Belmont.
Big Brown might have to
Casino Drive waits at the
Belmont as the wild card in turn it on at the demanding I
Big Brown's ride toward I/2-mile Belmont, Smarty Jones
immortality. Japan-based Casi- (2004), Funny Ode (2003) and
no Drive won the Peter Pan War Emblem (2002) are among
Stakes at Belmont by 5 3/4 the more recent horses to win
lengths in his second career the first two jewels of the
start with Desormeaux aboard. Triple Crown series, then fail
Casino Drive won his only short at the "Test of Champiother race in Japan by II 1/2 ons."
"The way he's been runlengths.
Casino Drive is related by ning his last two races, it cerdoesn't seem like the
Belmont
tainly
blood to the last two
winners, Jazil and Rags to mile-and-a-half is an obstacle,
but you never know," Dutrow
Riches.
"He's the only one that can said. "But I'm not afraid of
even entertain Big Brown's the distance."
Don't bet the stable on this.
stride," said Desormeaux, who
will ride Big Brown in the but winning the 12th Triple
Belmont. "He can run. He's a Crown in history might end
Big Brown's career.
nice horse."
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Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment

(270)753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.westaidevetcom
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American Lofton Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Boston
27 19 587
1
Tampa Bay
25 19 568
Baltimore
23 20 535 2 1/2
Toronto
23 23 500
4
New York
20 24 455
6
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
23 20 535
Cleveland
22 22 500 1 12
Kansas City
21 22 488
2
Minnesota
21 22 488
2
17 27 386 61/2
Detrort
Weal Division
W
L Pet GO
Los Angeles
26 20 565
Oakland
24 21 533 1 1/2
Texas
22 23 489 3 1/2
18 27 400 7t'2
Seattle

Sunday's Games
Kansas City 9. Florida 3
Cincinnati 6, Cleveland 4
Attends 5. Oakland 2
Boston 11, Milwaukee 7
Toronto 6. Philadelphia 5
Washington 2, Baltimore 1
St Louis 5. Tampa Bay 4
Colorado 6. Minnesota 2
Houston 5. Texas 4
LA Angels 10, LA Dodgers 2
Chicago Whrte Sox 13, San Francisco 8
Seattle 3 San Diego 2
Arizona 4, Detroit 0
N Y Mets 11. NY Yankees 2
Monday's Genies
Kansas City (ifochevar 3-21 at Boston
(Lester 2-2). 605 p.m
Texas (Fekiman 1-1) at Minnesota
(Bons. 2-51. 7 10 R m
Tampa Bay (Shields 4-3) at Oakland
(Blanton 2-8), 905 p
Kansas City (Mech. 3-5) at Boston
(Masterson 0-04 605 pm
Seattie (Silva 3-2) at Detroit (Verlander
1.7), 605 pm.
Balternore (C) Cabrera 4-1) at N.Y
Yankees (Musama 6-3).605 pm
L A Angels (Lackey 0-0) at Toronto
(McGowan 2-3). 607 pm
Texas (Mathis 1-0) at Minnesota
(Perkins 0-1). 7 10 p rn
Cleveland (Sahathia 3-5) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 4-3), 7 11 per
Tampa Bay (Karnir 2.1) at Oakland
(Smith 2-3). 905 p ms

National League Standings
All Time, COT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
24 19 558
Florida
1
22 19 537
New York
1
24 21 533
Philadelphia
2
22 21 512
Atlanta
19 26 422
6
Washingtcx)
Central Division
W
L Pet 013
27 17 614
Chicago
2
26 20 565
S1 Louis
25 20 556 71/2
Houston
6
21 23 477
Cincinnati
6
21 23 477
Pittsourgh
7
20 24 455
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct GB
W
28 16 636
Arizona
22 21 512 51/2
los Angeles
11
17 27.386
Colorado
17 28.37811 1/2
San Francisco
16 29 35612 1/2
San Diego

Sunday'a Games
Kansas City 9. Florida 3
Cincinnati 6 Cleveland 4
Atlanta 5, Oakland 2
Boston It. Milwaukee /
Toronto 6. Phi(adelphia 5
Washington 2. Baltimore 1
St Louis 5, Tampa Bay 4
Chicago Cubs 4, Pittsburgn 3
Colorado 6, Minnesota 2
Houston 5 Texas 4
L.A Angels 10.1 A Dodgers 2
Chicago White Sox 13, San Francisco
Seattle 3, San Diego 2
Arizona 4 Detroit 0
NY Mets 11. NY Yankees 2
Monday's Games
Chicago Cubs (L95' 4-4) at Houston
(Moehler 1-0),6 05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Myers 2-4) at Washington
(ReddIng 5-34 6,10 p m.
San Francisco (Misch 0-0) at Colorado
(De La Rosa 1 -2), 7 35 p rn
St Louis (Wellerneyer 4-1) at San
Diego (Ledezrna 0-0). 905 p.m.
Cincinnati (Arroyo 2-4) at L.A. Dodsiors
(Penny 5-4). 910 p.m.
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The bottom of the order
From Page 1B
led the offensive charge as Hon.
on a wild pitch.
The Goys got two runs back Miller and Cunningham comin the home-half of the sixth bing for seven hits and six
as Chad Cunningham beat out runs batted in. Tiernan and Frey
an infield single. With one each added three hits, while
out. Matt Kole singled to right Frey also scored three runs.
Chris Craycraft (5-4) picked
field an both runners advanced
one base on the fielding error up the victory after allowing
by the right fielder. Hogue four runs on eight hits over
plated one run with a single seven innings. Ryne Harper
through the left side and Greg (3-4) took the loss after givBachman pushed across the ing up three runs on six hits
second run with a single up over 3.2 innings.
the middle.
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TODAY'S 1INEUP SPONSORED BY

From Page 18
Hudson led Calloway at the plate, going 2for-5 with a double, a run and two RBI. Reynolds
was 2-for-2 with a double, a run and an RBI.
Dial was 2-for-2 as well, scoring a run. Hargrove went 2-for-2 with a run and an RBI.
Williams went I-for-4 with two RBI.
Calloway scored 10 runs on 13 hits and committed three errors. Lone Oak scored eight runs

hits and committed one error.
The win allowed the Lakers to finish the season at .500, going 14-14. Calloway improved to
9-5 in region play.
The Lakers will attempt to extend their sea
son tonight with a win over Murray. The winner will earn a berth in the region tournament
and will face Marshall County in Tuesday's district title game.

on

10

ei Track
they receive bids, but any atare now."
From Page 1B
Willis is ranked in the top large qualifiers coming out of
records in the event this season. Like the triple jump. Cal- five in the region in both shot the region will play the waitloway has never been well- put (46.95 inches) and discus ing game until Sunday.
"We're building this pro(128 feet) and has an outside
known in the event.
gram and we're definitely off
"We're going to be taking shot at qualifying for state.
The action begins at 10 a.m. to a good start," Jared said.
some spots from some teams
that have traditionally made it Tuesday on the track at Mar- "To have only one to make it
to state and haven't looked at shall County High School and (to state) the past two years
Calloway as being competitive will operate on a running sched- and have a chance to possibly
enough," Jared said. "We ule. Automatic qualifiers to state send If) kids this year, that's
weren't four years ago, but we will know immediately when very encouraging."
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TV, radio

ARENA FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
Los Angeles at Chicago
ESPN2
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Chicago Curbs a Houston
NBA BASKETBALL
Time TBA
TNT - Playoffs. Westem Conference
semifinals. game 7. San Antonio at
New Orleans of necessary)
Grne TIM
Playoffs, Western Conference
TNT
semifinals, game 7. Utah all. A
Laker, 19 necessary)
Time ISA
TNT - Playoffs. Western Conference
Niels. game 1. teams TBA
Eds game airs only if conference
semifinals concluded
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
VERSUS -- Playoffs. Western
Conference finals game 6. Detroit at
Dallas (if necessary)
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Open a new checking account at Heritage Bank
and get this sturdy, Step Stool & Tool Box combo!
WHAT A GREAT COMBINATION! Free checking, over 60 ATMs, free online banking,
free bill pay, electronic statements, 18 banking centers, and a FREE GIFT!

Ifyou're an existing customer and you refer afriend, you both receive the gift!
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- .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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Information and applications are available from your local County
Extension Office: Ballard (665-9118), Calloway (763-1462), Fulton
(236-2351), Livingston (928-2168), Hickman (653-2231), Marshall 15273285) Graves (247-2334), McCracken 1554-9520i online at
httpa/www.ipf.orst/agndev.htm
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Calloway County Fier Protection District a sever,
ing nominations for a 4-year position on the Board
Nominations should be postmarked by May 27,
2008 and sent to.
Fire Protection Distno
PO Boa 1106
Murray, KY 42071

The Murray Calloway Senior Citizens will be acceptmg sealed bids on a 20130 Ford Ranger truck. The
truck can be seen at 607 Poplar Street. MI bid, need
to be in the Senior Center by 4,00 May 6, 2008
Questiorui should be directed to Eric by calling 7530929 MCCSC reaerve the right to reject any and ail
bide
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DISCLAIMER

Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webPaMC at
murrayledsercom,
you will be redirected
io jobanworiccom
By default,
Murray and local gib
listings will appear on
dds websise.
However, as a national
website. am all listings
w the yobeetwork.coni
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& lames. Please call
as if you have say
questions regardieg
the Murray aces
joh listings Thank you.

SIRLS
U-Pick
Strawbernes in Aurora.
354-6505
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of Is employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
a Mettles.

r INS
and Farad
FOUND
Dark Bay
Hackney stud pony
approximately 2 years
old found near Walston
Road Please contact
Mark the Calloway
County Animal Control
Officer at 227-7600

CLASSIC Rock 94.7
Electric 96.9 - 93.3
WKYO • WINN 102.1 in
search of an advertisreo. Fun-time
ing
salary plus comrnissions Health insur. since 401K. Region's
37 year old premier
radio company If you
. have previous sides
along
expenence
with an outgoing personality that never
meets a stranger. and
if you love making
money. this could be
your career opportunito
Resume
ty.
jobs0electnc969.com
E.O.E. that hires without regards to race,
age. gender, or nat'l
origin.
DO you love working
kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
r Apply at:
Wee Care
109S. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
orgy.
FULL-TIME opening
for experienced security guard in Murray. 1888-482- 7386 Inc interview appointment.
GROUNDSKEEPER.
pool, maintenance,
animal caretaker. 30
hours week dependable seasonal work
with references.
(270)436-2796 ask for
Lorraine
INSIDE position, working 4-9. Apply at Pizzo
Pro 605 C South 12th
No phone caNs Mosso!
JANITORIAL opening,
Murray area, full.hme
with
benefits
Fax
resume to
270-444-0389
MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed lot easy prime
work No selling.
Immediate full/part
rime positions Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly Call 753-9024
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
mumeymen painters.
Must have 4.yeara professional
painting
experience
Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health.
Retirement & paid
vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk In applicants
accepted This company is an equal opportunity employer.
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Complete Formai Wear Headquarter.
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The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representative.
A d vertising
Sales
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing a,dverUsing plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plan,. salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package
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You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B. Call rue for more information.
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FREE HELP IN CLAIM FIUNG FOR elY CLAIM
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753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

- PREPLANNING -

*MEDICARE

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangenynt Specialist

S
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Avoid inflationary cost.
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Limited coat-share assistance re available to farmers in Ballard,
Calloway, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and
McCracken Counties for on-farm improvements and investments to
lessen the impact of future weather-related disasters.
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Miumigace Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

ADVERTISING SALES

on

FIN

Semen Maw

One Comm

DEADLINES

bole
MOM*
Tom*
Wei*
Dude

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount and Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All I Ads Most RI. Within b (My Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Kentucky Agricultural Relief Effort

incisco P
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MIKE Smith Is looking
for someone to transport our vehicles on a
full-lime or nearly fulltime basis using a carhauling seem We are
looking for the nght
individual also possesses the following
quakes' safe,
responsible, emotionally stable, rellebte,
and able to sett-manage Must have a
CDC and car-hauling
experience. Benefits+
include salary plus
bonueee, flexible
schedule. beelth Ineurmai plan, 401(k), and
an emaciation with a
first-class, award-winning company. Please
email your resume to
gpoeternikwmehtoyota.com, or mall your
resume to: 3941 Mike
Smith Drive, Paducah.
Ky. 42001, attn: Greg
Post.
NOW Miring applieslions for ail positions
and all Wits. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIvo4i, 217 S. 12th
St, Murray, KY. No
phone cells.
Assistant
OFFICE
needed hillarne Some
bookkeeping and payroll required. Please
wind resume to PO
Box 1040-0 Murray.
KY.
OTF1 drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MVP.

(800)48e-e0e7

PART-TIME
mill
engine
mechanic.
Apply in person at
Murray
Rental
A
Selso. 200 East Main
St., Murray
SONIC of Murray Is
looking for experienced
Restaurant
Manager. Pay rate
and
benefits
will
depend on expert*nee. Please sand
resume
to:
Restaurant Manager,
1642 Caldwell Rd,
Murray, KY 42071.
Par flume Salo.,
position opon
.it Thurmond
InntrratIr e
Inventminits
71,2 1030
SEEKING experienced
janitorial supervisor.
S11.00/hour start. call
Ron Clark at
270-057-0023.
WORK from home)
Incorporated 500 company No sales, not
mlm (270)804-5648
GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An

Equal Opportunity Employer

8- COMPANIES TO

CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
l.-revocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent

', •, iii

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry lastics/Karrs Imam Owners

Up to 5125,000. Year General Menegomnst
Trang Program
For experienced Sales People. You'll work for
two years at our Paris, TN location, and then
Liam a oromobcn, wan proven ability to General
Management 01 your own dealership.
Top General Managers Make 11400,000 Plus
You need at least 3 years of successful sales
experience, and you must be willing to +relocate
In two yearn. Pease send resume or Satter of
Interest M. 2450 East Wood St. Parte, TN
36242 or call Jamie at 731642-4646.

CASE MANAGER Responsible for coordination
or community based services for adults and
Mactron Assisi consumer to gain access to and
receive as needed social, medical, educational.
vocational and other direceir indirect services
as directed
OUALIFICATAIONS: Bachelors degree m
human services, 1 year experience, a valid KY
driver license arid safe record, must also pass
background check Send resume to, Anne
Thurman, HR Director, Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway. Paducah. KY 42001.
Open unit! Med EOE

Illasled
RE-ADVERTISE NEWT
PROGRAM
Met
ANALYST, Information
Systems Departmert,
Murray
State
University. Full-Urns.
non-tenure track
position to begin June
2000.
Duatitications:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science Of
related field prelerred,
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience
Experience with SQL is
required. Knowledge
of applications prograMMIng, systems
relational
analysis,
databases. programming support functions, PUSOL,
Oracle Stored procedures. and Oracle
Deseiopment tools are
preferred. Must possess strong interper
sorest Was(both
written and verbal)
ReapeneiblIfflee:
Under direction of
Manager.
Administrative
Computing, provide
systems development.
assist in Its. support
and implementation of
SunGard Banner ERP,
and perharm all duties
associated with the
support of University
administrative applications.
Application Doodilitr:
May 30. 2008 Salary.
minimum $32,000
To Apply: Send cover
letter resume, and
three current professional references to
Chair, Programmer
Analyst Search
Committee,
Administrative

Computing,
Information Systems,
Murray State
University, 11581 & T
Building, Murray, KY
42071-3347 Women
and minorities are
encouraged to epee+
Murray State
University is an equal
educabon and empioy,
rnent opportunity
144/PD, AA employer.
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AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has opening
in her home. Small
daycare at a great
home
environment
Auto bond accepted.
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031
CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553

I
I ilt.

ioni= I
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

IIaiSay

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
collections.
Paving
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 1215,
Murray

FLUIN,

2 BR. IBA, brick
duplex, water furnished. 3rd from
Murray. $325
rent+depoeit.
753-1513.

1407 Main

761-7653
Indlaws

2814 duplex, nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9896

3 & 4 BR townhouses
S630-900 per month
No pets. Inciedea
washer/dryer,
oven/sloye, dishwasn
or and refrigerator
Ca-VA. Utilities not
included. Meadowerk
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
3648R. 28A available
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9698
3 BR 1 5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753489B
3 BR house, C.1-TA7
- -17
2,83 BR Apt.
•
753-1252. 753-0606.
761-3694
3 BR. 2 BA all appliances Available now.
Move in tree days
Coleman RE
753-9888.
Apartment for rent
$400 per month No
pets 270-227-3812

e
900 Ford
Tractor.
52.000 489-2390

CONSEW commercial
sewing machine, like
new. $475
Serge!
$125. See at Singers
For info call 436-5610.

JO 800 Hiboys $3,500
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500 Tobacco
stacks, 15 each Can
deliver
(502)550-4080

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have ii large selection
of entertainment canters & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

28R Duplex with
carport 75.3-7457
227-3054

2E3R8 31313 apartments
available_ Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

I

BOWFLEX ultimata 2
51.000- 293-5662

FRESH milk COOP
293-8989

LOCAL children's store
for sale Please contact (270)559-1123

WARD

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS

If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me.
(270)767-1636

WILL set with elderly in
home, nursing home,
or hospital. Will also do
house cleaning.
753-7129, 210-4173

182 BR apts. 1 -year
lease: 1914$350.00.
2514 $475.00. Cat!
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559

We sell new & used

FOR sale 14 tobacco
structures
treated
wood, $900
270-227-1106

1 OR ate atas near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/my
753-4109.

LARGE
"...FLEC TION
ust o mareiasur rs

Need furniture?

200 amp service pole
5375. 293-2041

1 or 2 BR apartments
No pets? Please Wave
message:
270-753-1970

KENMORE heavy duty
matching *Arts washer
& dryer, 4 years old.
good coriditiOn
$250.00
(270)2144506

SCRAP
CARS

Aides
For We

1 Bedroom apatirnent.
clean and nice, all
appliances, including
WM.
No
Pete.
(270)436-2524 or
293-6906.

1

ANTIQUES, Call Lany
753-3633

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

OPENINGS for child
care vu my home. col(ege education, 10
years of experience,
excellent references
(270)227-4962

WEDDING dress from
Davila Bridal Size 16.
Spaghetti
straps,
empire waist, new.
never worn, tags 5121
on. $100.00 227-3915

1983 Fairmont 14x70
3-BR 1 5-BA, LR put
out. Riviera Cl 51
753-0250. 703-5804.
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1991
Buccaneer
16X80. 3 BR. 2 BA,
2.53 acres with out
building About 10 mm
from lake area.
227-8345. 227-8346
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Money Order

Visa

Name
1999 Sunshine 16x80,
3BR, 2-Bath, vinyl siding. Northern
insulated. nice
(270)489-2525
EASY QUALIFY- Do
you own or have
access to land? Zero
down on a new Clayton
ho me
FREE
APPROVAL
731-5844429.

1 St. Address
II
City

la

7ap

II State

4

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to: •
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
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ROLLING & BOTTOM LAND- NOMESTEAD SEMN6S
Small Farm Tracts Of
40.730 Acres• 22.756 Acres • 53.852 Acres
What A Groat Opportunity
Just A Short Drive North Of Murray, KY
Warns - Fences - Grazing - Now Sarre
The Crep Area Of Treets 1 A 2 Are Seldom futigeot To The
Buyer Woad
Agriculture Teniant flis Per 2008.
Receive The Landlords PorUon Of The Crop Income-

COUNTY FILIVILANDI FENCIO
RECRESMOnia.OUNT11.0 LANK

GUILITY LEVEL
um CRON

, ROAD FRONTAGES ON fiNfi l486, 00II8A0L19 ROAD ANO
WORKSHOP WITH AITAC • A
BELL CfTY ROAD, WOODED TRACTS ADJOISINGI:NRAPIN MEEK NATURE PRESERVE

Tracts Range From .5 Acres Up To 377 Acres
MAKE THE COMBINATION THAT BEST FT9'S YOUR NEEDS!!!
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1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One .ind Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
-rs)
1f)

AV Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

-Cornerstone
Royalty & Rental
&real Property

Property Management
Services available
7611-73S5
enrateamestownelborea
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, targe 1 bedroom,
unfurnished 4345). All
appliances incieding
Wet$her and dryer
Available 5/1/08.
759-5885 or 293-7085
FIAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications.for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible.
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply al Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 41-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR. nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid. available
now, no pets
$260/mo. 753-5980

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 D.frl. kt-f
•

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
11350 St Pt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562'

I-L3

Bedroom homes
in Riverffeld
Estates.
Matt !outings

Corner of 121 S. & Gimlet&
1•XIII 525

10115

12781293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

Commercial Building,
60X40.
$350moedeposd.
753-1513.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime loc,abon. 753-2905,
293 1480
Office space. 800 sq ft
utilities and garbage
pick-up
included.
$1,300 per month
270-836-0717.
40'a48',
SHOPS
40x40'. gas heat, insutate& 12 ft. walls
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
Carlos Black
270 436-2935

I licts-Pow
BENGAL spotted leopard kittens, ready now.
$350.(270)703-5877
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
REGISTERED 2 male
Miniature Schnauzers.
Last breeding of the
year. Price negotiable
293-14.82

Lambda %Wee

MOVING Sale
11 Whwper Dr Wes
Center
Ridge
Subdivision. 94 east to
732. go 9 miles on
right Saturday May
24th
Hide-a-bed couches,
recliner. flat top stove.
refngerator, BBO grit,
equipment
fishing
I v 's & tools Call anytime 436-2822 or 2937247

bleb
PREMIER
sussiSTORAGE
.inside camate control
storage
•Securay alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

20+ acres for sale by
owner One mile north
of campus
759-9057(home)
227-0921(cell)

us out on the Yielg
NEON BEACH
MINIESTORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

3AC ,
REDUCED
SARATOGA FARMS
back right corner.
White fence in front.
270-519-2290
Fore&
GREAT cattle/horse
arm w/creek bottom,
op quality land, small
wooded area Fenced
w/great pasture. year
around water. 50,000
bushel bin w/drying
floor Abundant wildlife
w/excellent potential
for trophy buck. Great
building site. Blacktop
frontage approximate:y
5-miles east of Hazel.
KY. Additional acreage
available. $270,000.
(318)773-8406

stair law. loresd discninination
-ale, rental or advertising
miate based on tailins in
• ,i,, lit thrna• protected
r.1., toderal law
VW. will knowingly ncept an
vertisins for real mtate whelk
'not in violation of the law 411
per.on, air beret, informed
advertikni are
thai all
available on An equal oppcirtu
nrk ham
For further Awstance with Fur
lInuring Advertising reguirr
dumb conlad NSA lounwl
Nerli P Wank 17031 648-1000

RESIDENTIAL bugling
lots for sale. Sunset
Blvd . Loch Lomond
St
Broach
and
,731)642-4161.
8:00-4.00

293-7872
REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Cali
$248,500 00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
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MURRAY real estate
licensing class. Four

weekends, June.
(270)223-0789
deloiseadams0yahco.
COM

NEW

construction
nearing completion.
2175 sq ft in new subdivision. 3 BR 2 BA
open floor plan with
split bedrooms, 2 car
garage, large lot.
Located between Hwy
641 N and the New
Hwy 80 to Mayfield.
$155.000. 293-0139
before Rpm
TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side, freshly
remodeled. , one side
has double carport
Great Vocation.
$141,900.00. Cal. for
further information.
753-2905 or 293-8595.

R
'IC

Wednesday, May 21st, 2008
at 4:00 p.m.
Rare Business opportunity and real
estate. Great location on 94 East on
your way to Kentucky Lake!
Real Estate is sold "as Is- 10/i Buyers premium will be added to the final hid and Is pan of
the contract price (Due day of sale and nonrefundable) 1091 down on real estate and balance due in 30 days Cash or bank letter a must.
All announcements day of sale take precedence
over any other,

Auction on site.
Time to Buy!Interest rates Low!

Campbell
Auction &
Real Estate

98 Crown Line 192BR
4 liters, 6 cylinders
270-556-4698
1990 Bass Boat, 3 new
batteries,
interstate
12/24 Volt trolling
motor, on board battery
charger, 3 depth findclean.
extra
ers,
$5,900. 293-7397.
87 Glastron 16' ski
boat, 88 HP Eonrude
with low hours, garage
excellent
kept. in
shape, economical fun.
270-210-4219.

auto Parts

IA M
'AWN alkali

112
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480

NADEAU'S
Construction
.Flooring .Decks
.Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/insured

14. lb 16 :rich
Starting at S20
int)U riled

Coll 753-5606
Uttery Vehicles

L_
2002 Toyota Rav4, 4
speed automatic air
bags. AU-FM CD player power window, silver with gray interior.
keyless entry. 28 mpg,
very good condition,
84,000 miles, $9,750
436-5610

Usse Cars
For Sale 95 Camaro
V6, new tires $2 850
Call 489-2390.
2006 Maxima. 3.5 SL
loaded. 35.000rni.
753-5731
2005 Buick Lacross, 4
OR, ice blue,
40.130mi, all the
goodies, extra sharp.
$9,500 Ow.
270-210-4016.
96 Mazda MX-6, 138k
miles, $2,500 obo Call
270-210-4431
81 Triumph Spitfire,
good body, new top,
also hard too, new
parts, motor basket.
270-492-6322.
270-873-9436
ems
03 Ford Winstar, 7ps
dual heat/ac
van
58Kmiies, $6,500
270-873-2323

nadeauconstruction net

TROYER'S
Construction. Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-8884
Tree •
YEARRY'S
Service Free esti- •
Phone
mates,
436-2562, 227-0261

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

-MS

.handsiagnitig&

teal V.uourning.
siesSistatraatisraniaird:
753-184 227461t

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 875 00
A

Cu,.'

1999 Viking pop-up.
12' box, air, bath w
shower, stove refriger
ator, king. queen and
double beds
293-6959
& Moen
2065 Polar Craft 15 ft
Jon Fully rigged 2005
Mercury 40 HP, 4
Stroke EFL $7,800
436-6126

MONTH
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51.1

• sweetly & special pie
locally owned/operated
759-1151. 293-27113
293-27M

‘`.ru
3301 -St Rt 1 21 N

%wont
1 ee years ow%
LIA IMAM C011bMitiOr

ifts 1••••••5vas
(270)203-405
07402.4-t024
TRENCHING
73/-782-3951
731-336-5288

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
risk
own
their
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, not any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whets°
'war for their activities

753 8087
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trim
ming, and more.

Hill Electric

Care.
Lawn
J&D
Mowing and trimming.
Free estimates
270-759-4994,
270-293-7315

Res., Corn,. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All iohs - big or small

18 Miami Servite

istvw4
sincem is986
24 wu

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tie°
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured,
436-5141 A-AFFORD-ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
i±nk & tree_wi3_rk„
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delrvers
in Murray. 436-2867
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Remodeling. adeitions.
decks. home & mobile
home repair. water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
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Calhoon Construction, LLC
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

E3
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HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

227-3574
Call For A Free Fsdmote
Security and Carratra Systems

k

Fire Alma inspectica
Derek* Ccietistructienfilepoir

lifeneYweil

Lvi

739-41511I

153-1.5-37

repair needs
Specializing in decks
Si painting
293-5438
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Fent Ilimmonse Service 2417

IM4J HANDYMAN
Call us for all your

Tee

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

\I

B&T Masonry, fence
and deck. Custom
Work 20 years experience. 270-474-0885,
293-5642
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch.
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00(270)436
5277

Cleo

General Contracting

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

.5 II mi.,
Ii)\N'Iu Al i's
270-753-2279

40 3
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SERVICE & PARTS
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1998
Sale
For
Swerado
Chevrolet
extended cab V8.
$3,800 obo 2000 Ford
F-250 V8 gas with bed
COVER. $8,000
489-2390
2005 Chevrolet pickup, 20,700 miles red,
like new, carport kept.
752-0227 after 8 00pm
99 Ford Ranger supercab. 4 DR, 82K miles,
loaded sharp $6,800
obo. 978-1548
95 Chevy Pick-up,
82,250. 293-0139.

"Auctions With CARE"
N. 12th Street • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-9090
Jim Tate Jr. Auctioneer I.ic. 41'01136
Barbara Campbell - Broker Lic.#57665

Marlelif11114,

USED TIRES

I

rfaL-F-w"
1637 Miller Street.
Murray, KY, Brick 3 BR,
2 1/2 BA, sunroom.
garage,
detached
remodeled in 2002 lots
of storage space, wired
with CAT 5 wire for
high speed Internet
and networking connections. 2 blocks to
MSU campus.
270-559-4071
3 BR. 1 BA house, 1
block from Murray
campus.
State
Recently remodeled,
1.400 sq ft hardwood
floors, double dnvesezsao.
ways.
(502)387-6054.
3 BR, 1 BA house, I
block from Murray
campus
State
Recently remodeled.
1,400 sq ft hardwood
floors, double drive$82.500
ways
(502)387-6054.Buyers
commision
agents
honored.
FOR Sale by owner, 3
BR, 1 BA, near park,
gas fire place, wood
floors, alarm, fenced
yard 761-2827
--- -Open House Saturday
May 24th 9-00-1:00 3
bedroom, 1-bath,
1200/Sq-ft. Bock home
'-1i4 acres. CHA.
srge Fenced
Backward, Pate,
$75,000 firm
615-804-7444

Murray Ledger & Times FM,
Housing Act Notice
Ali real mtate advertised herein
n Yalta& In the Federal Fair
Housing Act which maim
JSepal ro adk erne, ark [Tem
erre limitation or d.crrmmmaliii based on race, color MI
gon, wei handicap, familial via
tie or national origin, or inten
non to make any such prefer
ewes 'mutations or discnrnina
hon

2
BEAUTIFUL
washer.
Bedroom,
dryer. central AC
smoke and pet free.
wood and tile Moors
603 Vine St $595/mo
226-8006

Las For 11.

Prop.Fernsail
52X40 clean-up shop
we office, fenced in
behind shop. 293-6430

Iv-doll

(270)436-2524
3 BR, 2 BA with hard
wood floors, newly
remodeled 701 Broad
St No pets. $500
monthly 270-293-4602
4 BR, 2 BA, brick.
remodeled,
newly
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave No pets $1300
monthly 270-293-4602
SMALL 2 BR in
Shores.
Panarama
$315 per month 4.
deposit. 978-0742

New 2-4

Horse boarding pas
ure or stall or both
$125 a month. Located
in Nmo area. 270-7594994. 270-293-7315.

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. ITH ST

FANCY FARM KY 270-623-8466
I( ( IINI
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
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The Bell City Cosaniustiry at Tri-City, KY

& Combinations

Ikesirstaacity

'
Miles to Dexter Proceed East On
From Murray, KY Take Hwy 641 North
Hwy '346 Cross Over Hwy 1824 And Proceed On East 3 Miles From
Hardin, KY At The Jct 01 Hwy 641 & '02" Take Hwy 641 South 1 5 Miles
To Hwy 1346 Cross Over Hwy 1824 A. 1 Proceed On East 3 Miles
IKIFour Lane • North Central Calloway County
4 am west Of no Ni.

Fermin Location: Bell City Road,fiat OfIfue INS
11., Wriu

in 18 Ti

AUCTION
AUCTION

Dexter - Hardin Community
Fronting Hwy 1346 And Peeler Road

Farniff 1 Location: 109 & 1185(hr:oder Rd. Sedalia, Kt
Hu-,
P41. Fre, c: fermserfrora,
Tn Cal
P73 I We, 70 Meg /NU Tien Prucmd ,11,1. 11 h.

Suction will le held vii 'haul 2

Murray,

Mum

OWNER SAYS SELL

(ANISCNILAJICIE AILICTIC014) AUCTION

a.111

2 Quality Homes
Fire Tobacco Barns
M PPM(TIM. 18 AI IIILS OF liAltk lIkE rOSACCO

S,atx_1,TaaYI

Murray Ledger & Times

RICKMAN
PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill dirt &
top soil
(270)293-3252

PLUMB & LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION
*hetet Roofs-Gurenteed
•Fiesrdental Horne
Builders
diemodeling
•Floonng- Floor Joust
<tacks
rnIrnyl Siding
All home improvements
We do

Home 759-4704
Call 978-2391
Licensed & Insured
Fr•cirleit
Plumbing inc.
•Ein•rg•ncy
Plumbing 61111VIC•'
•Flfipeir •R•modei
•Now construction
Master Plumber
censer, II Insured
(270)1178-18110

r

CONSTRIICTION, INC lt
270-752-0313

Owner /Contractors Luke fitekmGr,
Residential Construction of
New Homes, Additions & Remodeling
prefessionai & reliable service
•Insured
•Competitive & reasonable pricing

•Guaranteed

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and
sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd
753-9899

or 293-5914
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Mary
Enix writing a check for her
city auto sticker from Sarah Duncan, Murray City Clerk. Stickers are $35 and the deadline is
May 31. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Sandra and Allen Williams,
May 13; a boy to Gena and
Ernest Allen. and a boy to Rachel
and Phillip Dunn. May 14
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Cassity will be married for 50 years

May 22.
20 years ago
Calloway County Board of
Education will once again offer
a summer school opportunity for
area high school students. It will
be from June 13 to Aug. I.
Cheryl Billington was named
as Miss Murray High School at
the Honors Day program. Others in the court were Julie Bazzell,
Krisly Hohman and Lori Payne.
Births reported include a girl
to Tina and Timothy Smith, a
boy to Goldie and Glenn Lewis,
a girl to Barbara and Michael
West and a girl to Sherrie' and
Kenneth Gibson, May 13.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Marvin Harris, county clerk, giving
Amy Roos instructions tor using
the voting machine during Murray High School Student Council Elections. Elected were Tim
Brown. president, Robert B illington, vice president; Joy Bina,
secretary; and Bill Glavin, treasurer.
Dana Mansfield of Murray
High School was installed as president and Karon Walker of Calloway County High School as
recreational leader at the meting of the First Region of Future
Homemakers of America held at
Murray State University.
40 years ago
Cleo Gillis Beset, registrar at

Murray State University from
1927-1960, will be honored on
May 19 during dedication of
Hester Hall, a women's dormitory on the MSU campus named
in her honor.
Published in the May 17 issue
of The Ledger it Times was the
-Mist Spring" edition with Phyllis Cunningham named for the
honor.
New officers of Murray Business & Professional Women's
Club were Odelle Vance. president; Margaret Mae Waldrop, vice
president; Madellle Talent, secretary; and Verline Ezell, treasurer.

50 years ago
Four members of Murray
Training School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America participated in the district soil judging contest at Mayfield. They
were Wayne Ezell, Charles Byers,
Walter Steely and Charles Tutt.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital were a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Audrey Thompson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Elvin
lhompson, twins, a boy and a
girl, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Sims, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
C.L. Warren, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Wilson, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
McReynolds.
60 years ago
Quick act:on on behalf of the
Murray Fire Department saved
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Jones on North 5th St., on May
16.
Published is an architect's
sketch of the new Murray Church
of Christ building to be erected at 7th and Poplar Streets.
Cost will be about $45,000.
Almo Heights won 12.1 over
Outwood in a baseball game at
Hardin Field. Aubrey (Red)
Willoughby was the pitcher for
Almo.

COWS/ FEATURES
Wife's rocky marriage is
harder to take each day
DEAR ABBY: Is 33 too
young for a man to have a
rnidlife crisis? I honestly
believe that is what's happening to my
husband. We
have been
married
I3
almost
and
years
have three
children.
Suddenly he
wants out.
Dear Abby Don't get me
wrong,
although our
By Abigail
marriage has
Van Buren
been rocky, I
truly believed that we loved
each other.
He says he has been unhappy for years, and I'm the only
one who didn't see it. He now
has a girlfriend and talks about
having his body pierced. etc.
I spend each day praying he'll
return to his senses and come
back.
Does the hurt evei go away?
One day I'm happy-go-lucky,
and the next I spend crying.
Am I crazy? Is it possible to
love and hate someone all at
once? I need a dose of wisdom from someone besides my
family and friends. Please help
me. I'm trying to hold it together for the children, but it gets
harder with each passing day.
-- IN TURMOIL IN TENNESSEE
DEAR IN TURMOIL: You
and your husband married
young. If a midlife crisis can
be defined as panic that life
has passed a person by and
doing something irrational, then
that may be what has happened to your husband.
However, from where I sit,

TodavInIllstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 19, the
140th ay of 2008. There are 226
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History
On May 19. 1935, British soldier T.E. Lawrence, also known
as "Lawrence of Arabia," died in
Dorset. England, six days after
being Injured in a motorcycle crash.
On this date.
In 1536, Anne Boleyn, the second wife of England's King Henry
VIII. was beheaded after being
convicted of adultery.
In 1943, in an address to the
U.S. Congress, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill pledged
his country's full support in the
fight against Japan.
In 1962, during a Democratic
fundraiser at New York's Madison Square Garden, actress Marilyn Monroe performed a sultry

rendition of "Happy Birthday to
You" for guest-of-honor President
Kennedy.
In 1964, the State Department
disclosed that 40 hidden microphones had been found in the
U.S. embassy in Moscow.
In 1967, the Soviet Union ratified a treaty with the United
States and Britain banning nuclear
weapons from outer space.
In 1992, the 27th Amendment
to the Constitution, which prohilts Congress from giving itself
pay raises until the next congressional term, went into effect.
In 1992, in Massapequa. N.Y..
Mary Jo Buttafuoco was shot and
seriously wounded by her husband Joey's teen-age lover, Amy
Fisher.
In 1994, former first lady
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis died
in New York at age 64.

Ten years ago: Millions of
pagers nationwide stopped working when a communications satellite, the Galaxy IV, suddenly lost
track of Earth. Bandits stole three
of Rome's most important paintings. two by van Gogh and one
by Cezanne, from the National
Gallery of Modern Art.(The paintings were recovered two months
later by police.)
Five years ago: WorldCom Inc.
agreed to pay investors $500 million to settle civil fraud charges.
The Supreme Court dealt a defeat
to the drug industry. ruling 6-3
that a state may try to force companies to lower prices on prescription medications for the poor
and uninsured. A Palestinian
woman blew herself up during a
security check outside a mall,
killing three Israelis in the fifth
suicide bombing in 48 hours.
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it appears that your husband
has taken up with a wild-andfree woman, which has caused
temporary amnesia. He has
"forgotten" to be a responsible father of three and a husband. This is less a mental
breakdown than a moral failure.
Considering the way you
have been blindsided, I'd say
your mood swings are normal.
This may seem like small consolation, but with time, your
hurt and anger will subside to
the point that they are not allconsuming.
Right now, you need the
support of friends and family.
You also need to begin thinking seriously about how to
create a life foi yourself should
Mr. Pincushion make his
absence permanent. If he does
eventually come to his senses, it will make you more attractive. If he doesn't, it will make
you stronger, more self-reliant,
and help to distract you from
the pain you're experiencing.
You have my sympathy, but
please believe me when I tell
you that, painful as this may
be, it does not have to be the
end of the world.
DEAR ABBY: My stepsister, who I have to share my
room with when she stays with
us, snooped in my drawers
when I wasn't there and found
my birth control pills. Now
she's blackmailing me. She
says she will tell my mother
if I don't give her money.
Mother would go crazy
if she found out I was using
the pill. I know she wouldn't
let me see my boyfriend anymore, and I couldn't handle that
I never thought I would feel
like killing somebody, but that's
the way I feel right now. Please
tell me what to do. I don't
want to give in to blackmail.
IN
VICTIMIZED
-WYOMING
VICTIMIZED:
DEAR
Murder isn't an option, and
neither is giving in to blackmail. If you give a blackmailer money,the demands will only
escalate -- which leaves you
with one other choice: Tell
your mother before she does.
While the pill may protect
you against pregnancy, it does
not protect against sexually
diseases. And
transmitted
because you are now sexually active, you need to be seen
by a gynecologist to be sure
you don't have one.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Lea
Angeles, CA 90069.
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B-6 cures frequent
urination
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
76-year-old male I used to get
rip two or three times a night
to
urinate.
After reading
one of your
columns in
which
you
passed on a
reader's sucwith
cess
vitamin B-6.

Dr. Gott

I purchased
kst!tle It
aw orbo
After

By
Dr. Peter Gott

three weeks
of taking 200

milligrams
per day. I was no longer getting up. If I consume a large
amount of liquid late in the

evening, I get up only once. It
comes with the added benefit of
no headache in the morning
because of a lack of sleep.
Thank you so much for passing on this information. It has
truly made a great difference in
my life.
DEAR READER: I have had
no experience with this alternative therapy, but it appears to
be harmless. I am glad you have
had positive results. However,
as with every alternative remedy, I expect many patients will
write me with negative comments.
No therapy works for everyone,
but if it works for you, stick
with it.
Nighttime urination is a common problem, especially as we
age. It can have many causes,
from simply drinking too much
liquid at night to a weakened
bladder to bladder infection or
cancer. It is important to have
thorough testing for persistent,

frequent urination to rule out a
serious cause. Home remedies
are acceptable only tor the treatment of benign causes
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Bladder

and Unnary Tract Infections."
DEAR DR.GOTT: You asked
for feedback on trying Lactagen
for lactose intolerance.
I developed severe lactose
intolerance about SIX years ago
after having radiation therapy. It
seemed to be getting worse every
month. I couldn't enjoy outings
with my family and friends and
went out only when I had to.
It was very hard on me because
I am otherwise healthy.
I tried the product after reading about at in your column. I
was skeptical to say the least

because nothing had worked for
me. I followed the package directions, and, lo and behold, it
worked! I am so thankful that
you wrote that column and.
brought this amazing product to
the attention of thousands of
people.
I understand that I still Islet
to be a bat cautious. but as ion
as I don't overindulge in dairy
products, I can now lead a normal life. Lactagen has made a
great difference.
DEAR READER: I am glad
you have had such a positive
result. I am skeptical about any
alternative remedy until 1 have
heard of many positive results
from readers. Yours is one of
only a handful 1 have received.
I will remain skeptical until more
readers have written to me, but
I hope it continues on the positive track it appears to be on.
Thanks for wnting.

ContractIbidge
West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•AKJ
•K 7 2
•Q 1087 5
46 5
EAST
WEST
•9 3 2
•
•Q F 5 4 3
•6
•96 3 2
•Al 4
9
•K
•A 10 8 3 2
SOUTH
•Q 10 8 7 5 4
"A t09
•K
•74
The bidding:
South
East
North
West
4*
Pass
table
I.
king of clubs.
Opening lead
This remarkable deal occurred
during the match herwsan Italy and
the United States in Stockholm, Sweden. in 1981. What happened at the
two tables might amen incredible, but
the plain. =varnished truth is that
everything took place precisely as
described below.
At the first table, with Italy
North-South, the bidding went as
shown, and the U.S. West led the
king of cluhs. East overtook e ith the
ace and returned his %ingleion heart
atmckmo.
The Hallam declarer won vath the
ace and lad a trump to the ace, on
which West unexpectedly showed
out This development apparently
caused something to go wrong with

declarer's think tank, since his next
play was a low diamond to the king.
At this polar, the hand collapse&
West took his ace and led the queen
of hearts. East ruffed dummy's kilts,
returned a low club to his partner,' •
and West administered the final Now
by cashing the jack of hearts to put
the contract down two.
At the second table, with a U.S.
pair now North-South, the Italian
West likewise led the club king
against four wades. Ilere. also. East
overtook with the ace and 'Milled Si a
hcart.
The U.S. dociarer's play now varied slightly when he played the heart
ten at trick two, covered by the jack
and king. When declarer then cashed
the ace of trumps and West discarded
a heart, he suddenly found the contract could no longer he made regardless of what he did next. Eventually.
he lost two clubs, a diamond and a
heart for down one.
Coadderlas that four spades was
ice-cold from Inc word "go." the outcome at the two tables was astonishing. All declarer had to do to
guarantee 10 tricks was to take his
ace of hearts at inch two, draw
trumps and lead the king of diamonds. That's all there was to it.
Eves more utouadiag is the fact
that both Souths would he voted
among the 10 best players in the
world! Each apparently suffered a
mental block of some sort, Firming
that in bridge, as in life, it's very
human to err.
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47 Face cards
50 Hearing aid?
51 Appraise
53 Cook shrimp
55 See — —
glance
56 Elbow grease
57 'Damn
Yankees"
mnp
58 Moppet
59 Hannibal s
route
50 Just
DOWN
1 Apprehend a

Answer to Previous Puzzle
KOSS

BAA

OPT

UM
GAO

HOOI
IRA

Hopi!
A

ON

ITE

MIME

llWtMaTJTMEs
AROMA

PAT

0M0MEffl
BID

LIL

=DI

MIMED

AWERM H JWIMM
EMUS

EVEN

L%

suspect
KEA
MAMH
HMUT
2 Over again
5-19 C 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc
3 Hunch
4 Bobcats
24 Pipe down'
5 Backup sti elegy 10 Crawling with
11 Zoologist's
25 Perfume label
(2 wds )
word
6 Protracted
ne goat
19 •Vpgili
26 Robin s beak
7 Ode inspirer
27 Brewery tank
21 Lubncate
8 Closes tightly
29 Teahouse
23 Wages
9 Beat
attire
30 Atom fragment
31 Recolor
34 Jimmy s soc
cessor
35 Boot part
38 Hog s abode
41 Goicrado town
43 Large artery
44 Coal and gas
45 Clouseau s
valet
46 What Hamlet
smelled
(2 wds )
47 Swab brand
(hyph )
48 Lunchtime
49 Threshold
50 Munch on
52 E-mail
provider
54 Race
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